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ABSTRACT

MINIMIZING POWER CONSUMPTION AT MODULE, SERVER AND RACK-LEVELS WITHIN A DATA CENTER THROUGH DESIGN AND ENERGY-EFFICIENT OPERATION OF DYNAMIC COOLING SOLUTIONS

John Edward Fernandes, PhD

The University of Texas at Arlington, 2015

Supervising Professor: Dereje Agonafer

Data center energy consumption continues to increase with the proliferation in online services such as social networking, banking, entertainment, cloud computing, etc. Recent estimates show that associated power consumption accounts for around 2% and 1.8% of electricity production in the United States and worldwide respectively. In addition to growth in the industry, power densities continue to rise in IT equipment increasing the criticality of thermal management in data center operation. Cooling systems account for around a third of overall power consumption requiring more energy-efficient solutions across all levels within the facility.

Liquid cooling of high power modules using cold plates has been around since the early 1980s. However, till today, designs remain fairly static and fail to adapt to variations in power dissipation at the device. This can be alleviated through the introduction of a "dynamic" cold plate design. Through implementation of sensing and control, the solution can distribute available resources based on local cooling requirements. A high-power multi-chip module (MCM) platform is chosen as reference for the design of such a solution. In-depth computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis is
conducted to select appropriate heat transfer surfaces and predict thermal performance of the cold plate, when assembled with the MCM. A cost-effective MCM thermal test vehicle is assembled to enable experimental testing of both dynamic and static cold plates. Components of a liquid cooling test bench and control system are selected and permit future evaluation of thermal performance and energy-efficiency of both solutions.

The current trend in air cooling of data centers involves higher ambient temperatures to maximize use of free cooling. However, power consumption at the server-level may increase due to elevated fan activity and CPU leakage current. Minimizing power consumption of web servers (1.5U profile) is achieved by studying the effect of ambient temperature on performance and investigating means to improve chassis fan control through accurate selection of CPU target temperature. Multiple servers are instrumented and deployed in a test bed data center and are subjected to different air supply temperatures and fan speeds to achieve the same. Limits of energy-efficient operation and available savings will be discussed.

Fan efficiency is known to increase with size. Departing from conventional server designs, wherein fans are installed within the chassis, and consolidating air moving devices at the rear of a rack or ‘stack’ of servers permits increase in size and cooling efficiency. Preliminary studies have shown that replacing server-enclosed 60mm units with a rear-mounted wall of larger fans (80mm or 120mm) enables savings in fan power of the order of 50%. A methodology for row-wise control of such rack-level fans, with the purpose of simulating an actual product, is previewed and savings are reported. In addition, performance under real-life scenarios such as non-uniform loads and fan failure is investigated. Each rack-level setup has distinct advantages. However, selecting between configurations would necessitate a compromise between efficiency, redundancy and cost.
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A data center is a dedicated space that centralizes an organization’s IT equipment and operations, and is responsible for processing, storing and exchanging digital information. The primary contents of a data center can be broken down as follows:

- IT equipment – actual equipment responsible for managing data. This includes compute servers that process the information, storage servers that store the information and networking equipment that serve to enable communication across servers within the facility.

- Support Infrastructure – equipment responsible for maintaining operation of IT counterparts. Two primary subcomponents are power delivery and conversion equipment that power and maintain uninterrupted operation of IT equipment, and cooling systems that control the operating environment as per requirement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2011 classes</th>
<th>2008 classes</th>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>IT Equipment</th>
<th>Environmental Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Datacenter</td>
<td>Enterprise servers, storage products</td>
<td>Tightly controlled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Volume servers, storage products, personal computers, workstations</td>
<td>Some control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Volume servers, storage products, personal computers, workstations</td>
<td>Some control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Volume servers, storage products, personal computers, workstations</td>
<td>Some control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Office, home, transportable environment, etc.</td>
<td>Personal computers, workstations, laptops, and printers</td>
<td>Minimal control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Point-of-sale, industrial, factory, etc.</td>
<td>Point-of-sale equipment, ruggedized controllers, or computers and PDAs</td>
<td>No control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the critical function and nature of such facilities there are stringent guidelines governing their maintenance and operation. ASHRAE TC 9.9 [1] specifies environmental classes that govern product operating conditions based on the mission
critical nature of the data center and type of equipment contained within as shown in Table 1-1. By expanding the number of classes (A1 to A4, as opposed to 1 and 2 in 2008), the end user can operate the facility based on whether the primary attribute is reliability/uptime or energy-efficiency.

1.1 Data Center Power Trends and Cooling

The technical committee (TC) 9.9 in ASHRAE is primarily responsible for establishing guidelines for operation, and tracking and publishing trends of data center facilities as reference for operators worldwide. In recent years, data center equipment power trends [2] have started to level in comparison to the sharp rise in power densities (heat load per product footprint, W/m²) observed between 1997 and 2005. However, as seen in Figure 1-1, heat loads for high density IT equipment continue to increase and this trend is expected to endure till 2014.

Figure 1-1 Data center equipment power trends [2]
Microelectronics forms the basis of most IT hardware, and in general, silicon devices reach their functional limitations in the 85 to 105°C range and experience permanent damage when operated at temperatures 15 to 25°C higher than that [3]. Therefore, depending on the power density of equipment installed, an operator may choose to use either air or liquid cooling. The suggested environmental operating ranges by the class of data center for both air and liquid cooling are shown in Figure 1-2 and Table 1-2 respectively [1].

Figure 1-2 Environmental envelopes based on the class of data center [1]
### Table 1-2 Guidelines for liquid cooled IT equipment [1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liquid Cooling Classes</th>
<th>Typical Infrastructure Design</th>
<th>Facility Supply Water Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Main Cooling Equipment</td>
<td>Supplementary Cooling Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1</td>
<td>Chiller / Cooling Tower</td>
<td>Water-side Economizer (cooling tower or dry cooler)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3</td>
<td>Cooling Tower</td>
<td>Chiller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W4</td>
<td>Water-side Economizer (cooling tower or dry cooler)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5</td>
<td>Building Heating System</td>
<td>Cooling Tower</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.2 Data Center Growth and Energy Consumption

The growth and dependence of global commerce, social interaction, news sources and other industries on information technology systems over the last decade has contributed to the rise of large data centers. These facilities are responsible for a significant portion of national and global energy consumption. Such are the implications that, it has been reported, the national energy usage by data centers more than doubled between 2000 and 2005 and it was projected that consumption would continue to rise over the course of the following five years [4]. By 2010, it was reported that data centers accounted for around 2% (between 1.7% and 2.2%) of the total national electricity consumption [5]. In the United States, this figure continues to grow with electricity usage increasing by 8.7% between 2011 and 2012, while projected growth is expected to be around 9.8% over the next year. Electricity usage worldwide was reported to be around 1.8% or a corresponding power consumption of 322 TWh [6].
With this industry continuing to grow and strain the national electricity grid, there is a need to target energy efficiencies within the data center. Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) is a common metric used to gauge energy-efficiency of operation of the facility.

\[
PUE = \frac{Total\ Facility\ Power}{IT\ Equipment\ Power}
\]  

(1-2)

A recent survey [7] reported that the average PUE is around 2.9 with only 20% of surveyed facilities recording a value of less than 2.0. Thus, majority of data centers in North America operate extremely inefficiently with IT equipment accounting for less than half the total power consumption (support infrastructure responsible for majority of the remaining). In addition, predictions indicate that power and cooling related expenditure is increasingly becoming a larger portion of a data center’s Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) [8]. It is therefore imperative to reduce data center power consumption and operating cost by increasing the efficiencies of power distribution and cooling systems.

1.3 Targeting Efficiencies in Cooling Infrastructure

With a sizeable portion (around 30%) of typical data center power consumption attributed to cooling [9], which is categorized as a parasitic load, it has become vital that energy savings and efficiencies be pursued in these components at various levels within the data center facility. Typical cooling infrastructure in a traditional data center facility [10] and breakdown of corresponding energy consumption [11] are shown in Figure 1-3.

Many applications exist that help improve air cooling efficiency of legacy data centers such as aisle containment, blanking panels, chimneys, floor grommets, etc. Green field data centers possess an added benefit with easier implementation of economization which takes advantage of outdoor conditions to reduce chiller operating
hours [12, 13]. A comprehensive review of techniques that can be utilized for energy-efficient operation of data centers can be found in [14].

Research outlined in the current report primarily involves module, server, and rack-level cooling and solutions that target efficient operation by minimizing overall power consumption. At these levels the effect of operating temperature on power consumption is sizeable. The continuing advancement of microelectronics is driving down gate lengths by increasing the number of transistors on a given footprint of Silicon. Thus, as shown in Figure 1-4, high performance CMOS logic devices are becoming increasingly sensitive to operating temperature due to the effect of leakage current (static power) [15, 16]. Static power, as opposed to dynamic power responsible for switching of transistors, is a non-functional component of logic operation and therefore must be minimized.

In summary, the following trends in the data center and microelectronics industries serve as motivation for the current studies:

- Promotion of free cooling and/or economization systems may expose IT equipment to a wider range of operating temperatures that traditional facilities
Continuing advancement in microelectronics technology has given rise to non-uniform power distribution at the device (module).

Need to make cooling systems at every level within the facility more energy efficient.

Thus, *dynamic* solutions that adjust the amount of cooling required for maintaining energy-efficient device operating temperatures are crucial at module, server, and rack-levels. Of equal importance is the need to understand the effect of these changes at higher levels within the data center facility.

Figure 1-4 Variation of static (leakage) power versus (a) temperature [15] and (b) gate length [16]

1.4 Scope of the Work

1.4.1 Objectives

The objectives of this dissertation are as follows:

- Module-level: Dynamic liquid cooling for high power devices
o Propose the concept of a dynamic cold plate

o Conduct extensive CFD analyses to evaluate the solution designed for a reference multi-chip module

o Outline components and procedures for experimental testing of the dynamic cold plate

- Server-level: Energy-efficient operation of web servers
  o Test servers at different loads across a wide range of rack inlet temperatures (RITs)
    - Report effect of increased RIT on server power, cooling, efficiency, acoustics and reliability
  o Understand tradeoff between cooling power and device leakage current
    - Suggest improvements to the existing fan control scheme

- Rack-level: Effectiveness of rack-level fans
  o Outline a methodology for rack-level fan control
  o Report performance and savings available under a variety of test/operating conditions

1.4.2 Layout

Work carried out to accomplish the aforementioned objectives is organized into six subsequent chapters. A comprehensive review of literature pertaining to history of and advancements in single-phase liquid cooling of high power modules, current techniques in dynamic thermal management and recent studies and observations made in raising coolant supply temperatures in data centers is presented in chapter 2. Specifics of the procedure followed for design and evaluation of a dynamic cold plate for a high power multi-chip module are presented in chapter 3. CFD analyses to establish appropriate flow
distribution across sections of the cold plate as well as evaluate thermal performance when assembled with the MCM are previewed. Requirements for experimental testing of the proposed solution are explained in detail.

Chapter 4 provides a description of the web servers employed in both server and rack-level studies. Details of the setup and procedures followed for stressing these rackmount units in a test-bed data center are provided. Effects of operating web servers across the ASHRAE A4 envelope are outlined in chapter 5. The upper limit of RIT based on individual factors that, together, govern settings at the data center level is discussed. Continuing work in the preceding chapter, improvements in chassis fan control to extend the limit of RIT is outlined in chapter 6. Individual effects of device static power and fan power on total server power consumption are also discussed.

The extent of reduction in cooling power through deployment of larger, more-efficient fans at the rear of a stack of web servers is reported in chapter 7. Different factors that may determine which of the two rack-level configurations is deployed are also discussed.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

This section contains a review of single-phase liquid cooling using cold plates, dynamic thermal management and effects of raising supply temperatures in a data center.

2.1 Single-phase Liquid Cooling of High Power Modules

Liquid cooling has grown in acceptance for cooling novel, high-powered microelectronic devices [17]. Cold plates employing water as the coolant are one of the many prominent liquid cooling solutions available. One of the earliest applications of such a solution could be found in the IBM 3081 mainframe computer, announced in 1982, which incorporated water-cooled thermal conduction modules (TCMs) [18, 19]. The cold plate served to remove the heat dissipated by around a hundred chips mounted on the glass ceramic substrate, or a total module power of up to 2000W, within the body of the TCM [20, 21]. However, with the departure from bipolar devices and the introduction of CMOS technology in the early 1990’s, air cooling was a more cost-effective method due to the significant reduction in heat dissipation. Despite the change in technology, module powers began to increase and, around a decade later, reached the levels of its bipolar counterpart and liquid cooling was once again being considered for thermal management of microelectronic devices [22].

Using water over air cooling for high power devices has multiple advantages like greater heat carrying capacity, targeted delivery and lower transport power. In addition, servers are more energy-efficient when operating at higher utilization (or higher power
dissipation) [23] making liquids more appropriate for heat transfer while maintaining desired operating temperatures. A comprehensive review of cold plates employed for thermal management of high density servers can be found in [24]. Recent publications involve the use of cold plates for higher-temperature water cooling to enable substantial energy savings [10]. Application of CFD analysis to target improvements in existing cold plate designs is not uncommon. Fernandes et al. [25] reported a methodology for multi-design variable optimization of a water-cooled cold plate while employing user defined functions to fix the pumping power. Width and height of the serpentine channels in an IBM ES/9000 cold plate were varied with the objective of minimizing external thermal resistance. The numerical model was validated by comparison with published experimental data [26] and the predicted thermal resistance (baseline design) was found to be in excellent agreement. Fernandes et al. [27] previewed a methodology for rapid evaluation of a custom cold plate for cooling a high power MCM through alternating employment of CFD analysis and flow network modeling. This procedure permits effective parametric or optimization studies with minimal computational time and resources. Novel designs have also been previewed to extend performance of static cold plates. Remsburg [28] reported a solution that availed of impingement heat transfer along with non-linear fin patterns for thermal management of a 1080W IGBT/diode assembly. When compared to conventional designs, from formed tube to machined pin fins, the proposed solution reported visibly lower maximum temperatures for a series of fixed flow rates. This was attributed to a combination of improved heat transfer due to impingement and reduced pressure drop through optimized fin design.

It is to be noted that, in the aforementioned publications, all cold plates have a static design by nature and do not possess the capability to respond to non-uniform heat dissipation by modulating the cooling resource accordingly. In this report, the proposed
unique "dynamic cold plate" concept aims to improve on conventional static designs through implementation of sensing and control, by redistributing the liquid across its body to counter varying power dissipation across the device being cooled.

2.2 Dynamic Thermal Management Techniques

Effective and energy-efficient thermal management may be implemented in different forms including, but not limited to, microarchitecture restructuring, workload distribution and prediction, and variable cooling. Karajgikar et al. [29] presented multi-objective optimization of the Pentium IV microarchitecture by repositioning functional units to minimize temperature with minimal performance penalty. From a thermal standpoint, it was advantageous to scatter high power units and locate them at the periphery. Coskun et al. [30] presented proactive temperature balancing, through dynamic job allocation, implemented on an UltraSPARC T1 processor. This predictive technique achieved significant reduction in temperature gradients and hot spots in comparison to reactive systems. In a following study [31], a proactive management technique was implemented to 3D chip architecture with variable flow liquid cooling. Results showed that integration of variable cooling decreased frequency of hot spots by an additional 20% over 75% reported through implementation of the predictive method. Coskun et al. [32] evaluated 3D stacked architectures with variable flow cooling to meet temperature limitation and job scheduling for balancing gradients. These implementations promoted energy-efficient operation by visibly reducing both cooling and overall energy consumption. In addition, multiple patents [33, 34, 35, 36] describing control systems and schemes for dynamic cooling have been published.
In the data center industry, dynamic cooling of CPUs using single-phase liquids is enabled by integrating low power, electromagnetically coupled pumps into cold plates such that the flow rate can be modulated with respect to the device’s operating temperature. Many manufacturers offer such solutions in either closed-loop or rack-integrated formats [37, 38]. A more widely investigated aspect of (passive) dynamic cooling using liquids is two-phase solutions. Tuma [39] discussed the benefits of immersion (passive cooling) of servers in a two-phase dielectric fluid from an economic and environmental standpoint. This method, however, requires a redesign of a data center’s layout and construction, and may not be ideal for most data center owners. Ohadi et al. [40] presented a study that compared air, liquid and two-phase cooling of CPUs in a data center environment. While both liquid and two-phase solutions have superior performance as compared to the air counterpart, the author conceded that a lack of industrial standards may slow the adoption of such technologies. The perception of cost is also an issue when considering liquid cooling.

In comparison, dynamic thermal management using air cooling is more predominant in the data center industry. A common feature at the server-level is speed control of chassis fans as a function of device temperature or power consumption [3]. Multiple existing techniques in dynamic thermal management by power and cooling control beyond the server-level will not be discussed or previewed as they do not factor in to the current study.

Regardless of whether air or liquid is used for heat transport, dynamic thermal management will assist in raising coolant supply temperature thereby reducing energy consumption at higher levels in the data center facility.
2.3 Raising the Supply Temperature

A current practice in the industry involves raising coolant supply temperatures to take advantage of outdoor conditions and maximize use of free cooling. As a result, ASHRAE once again expanded envelopes (see Figure 1-2 and Table 1-2) and introduced additional environmental classes (see Table 1-1) to encourage application of air and water-side economization.

Iyengar et al. [10] experimented on a 100% water cooled server rack, supported by an outdoor dry cooler, with server inlet water temperatures reaching as high as 45°C. The expected benefits were determined to be an equivalent 90% reduction in cooling energy as compared to conventional refrigeration based systems. Coles et al. [41] reported maximum liquid coolant supply temperatures based on two types of primary cooling equipment at 16 locations across the country. When adopting cooling towers, a maximum temperature of 32°C was found to be adequate for servers regardless of liquid or air cooling at the chip. Employing a dry cooler raised the maximum value to 43°C; however, only liquid cooling of CPUs could be employed with an adequate safety margin.

Through a simplified thermodynamic evaluation, Patterson [42] demonstrated the effect of data center temperature on energy efficiency. By increasing the ambient temperature by 10°C from a baseline of 20°C, efficiency of the chiller could be improved but overall power consumption went up due to leakage and fan effects at the server level. Application of an economizer as opposed to a chiller was recommended for reducing energy costs for warmer room setpoints in a data center. El-Sayed et al. [43] reported that higher operating temperatures have a smaller effect on system reliability as generally assumed. The effect of temperature (below 50°C) on disk failure rates showed a linear growth rate as compared to conventional exponential models and was dependent on
neither age nor utilization. Increase in power consumption by higher ambient temperatures was mainly attributed to fan power consumption and more sophisticated algorithms were recommended.

Eiland et al. [44] investigated use of light mineral oil for direct liquid cooling of a web server oriented horizontally in a large acrylic tank. Promotion of high coolant supply temperatures at low flow rates was observed to be most efficient, predominantly due to reduction of oil viscosity with increasing temperature. Addagatla et al. [45] previewed complete liquid cooling of a server with active cold plates attached to CPUs and an internal, fan-assisted radiator for recirculated air-cooling of auxiliary components. CFD analysis was employed to design a duct tailored for recirculating internal air flow and performance of a prototype was tested experimentally. Coolant supply temperatures as high as 45°C were investigated and, at maximum load, cooling power was reported to be around 1.54% to 2.4% of IT power. Fernandes et al. [46] investigated a similar cooling configuration deployed at the rack-level with six servers. With a distributed pumping setup, at higher loads, cooling power was reported to be around 3% of IT power. Thus, at a larger scale, performance similar to a single server setup was observed. In addition, failing a single pump and fan in a server delivered less than 10% increase in component operating temperatures, with up to 50% reduction in cooling power. The configuration was deemed overprovisioned, with further efficiencies possible through improved design.

Few of the main concerns regarding higher operating temperatures are effects on server power consumption and equipment reliability. Strutt et al. [47] provided a review of established publications discussing the same. Intel [48] conducted a proof of concept test by comparing mechanical cooling and airside economization systems used for thermal management of identical 500ft² facilities with 900 production blades (200W/ft²) over a period of 10 months. In the facility using economization, supply temperatures varied
between 64°F and 92°F, humidity experienced rapid changes between 4% and 90%, and a layer of dust formed on IT equipment and room interior. It was reported that under server utilisations of around 90%, failure rates in the economization layout was around 0.6% higher than the DX counterpart. This was considered minimal. In addition, reduced operation of the DX system in the economized test bed reduced cooling power from 111.78kW (100% DX) to 28.6kW; or a 74% decrease. ASHRAE [1] has published data on estimated failure rates of volume servers under continuous operation for different air supply temperatures (see Figure 2-1). These values are reported assuming an X factor of 1 for continuous operation (24 X 7 X 365) at 20°C. In addition, discussions of factors that influence failure rates for specific components within IT equipment are available [49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54].

Figure 2-1 Relative failure rates for volume servers (X factors) at different inlet temperatures for continuous operation [1]
Thus, it can be concluded that substantial savings exist through increase in supply temperature and improved design and implementation of dynamic cooling solutions at lower levels within the facility.
CHAPTER 3

DYNAMIC COLD PLATE FOR A HIGH POWER MULTI-CHIP MODULE

The need for energy-efficiency in data centers has coincided with continuing trends of increasing microprocessor power densities and non-uniform temperature distributions, which pose a significant challenge to the cooling requirements of high power devices. Post-Pentium III era of microprocessors introduced non-uniform power distribution at the die with varying power densities assigned to different functional units. This gave rise to localized regions of high temperature known as ‘hot spots’ [55]. Thus, a substantially large temperature difference can be observed across the surface of a device which is detrimental to its performance and reliability. As a result, conventional static cooling solutions have to be designed to cool these high temperature regions which increase the thermal budget and in-turn cost of cooling these devices. In addition, rackmount servers are the most energy efficient when they operate close to maximum utilization [23]. Therefore, the primary requirements of next-generation solutions are high power cooling and selective distribution of resources for promotion of uniform device temperatures. This requires a detailed understanding and integration of microprocessor architecture, electronic packaging, and control systems to produce a robust solution.

3.1 The Concept

To meet aforementioned requirements, conventional static cold plate designs require integration of control devices and schemes to enable targeted delivery of cooling resources based on requirement. The layout and operation of the dynamic cold plate can be easily visualized as seen in Figure 3-1.
Figure 3-1 Conceptual layout for a cold plate with segregated flow control

(a) Sectioned dynamic cold plate

(b) Parallel flow distribution: Simplified layout and instrumentation

(c) Control strategy (unit) operating single section

Input (device temperatures, T#)
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Flow control device (FCD)
Depending on the complexity of the device and its power map, the footprint of the cold plate is divided into individual channel sections, as shown in Figure 3-1(a). Each section has a different inlet conduit (see Figure 3-1(b)) that is fed by the main point of ingress to the cold plate, making each independent from the others. In order to counter different power dissipations beneath the active region of each section, the introduction of sensing and control is necessary. By utilizing readings from temperature diodes integrated into the dies, or embedded thermocouples within the cold plate body, an indication of power dissipation variation may be established between different sections. These representative readings are then fed into a control unit (shown in Figure 3-1(c)) wherein a preset algorithm determines the magnitude/proportion of flow that needs to be distributed to each section based on cooling requirement. This signal is then fed into a FCD that regulates flow as per requirement. Thus flow to each section is controlled in real-time depending on representative temperature readings to promote lower temperature differences between individual sections. It is imperative that the proposed design be scalable to ensure application for high power devices with different footprints.

Table 3-1 Details of MCM components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Power (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIC</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LICA</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In order to apply the preceding concept, a reference platform is required for design of such a dynamic solution. Figure 3-2 shows a high-power multi-chip module (MCM), provided by Endicott Interconnect Technologies Inc. (now i3 Electronics, Inc. [56]), that serves this purpose. The module is populated with an array of surface mounted components (ASICs, LICAs and a FPGA) and setup to have a maximum power dissipation of 485 watts over a 78mm by 78mm footprint. A list of component power specifications can be found in Table 3-1. It is apparent that the only heat generating components of interest are the ASICs (application-specific integrated circuit) and FPGA (field-programmable gate array). The former is 14.71mm x 13.31mm x 0.8mm in size and
the latter is 10.50mm x 12.70mm x 0.8mm in dimension. The LICAs, while much greater in number, do not dissipate (significant) heat and are therefore disregarded for the purpose of this study. A copper heat spreader, designed to account for disparity in component heights and spreading of heat, is not considered in this study to take advantage of multiple spatially-separated heat sources on the module.

![Figure 3-3 (a) Top and (b) bottom views of original cold plate](image)

Table 3-2 Specifications of the original cold plate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>92mm × 92mm × 12mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Resistance</td>
<td>0.0152°C/W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Rate</td>
<td>21pm (3.33E-5m³/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure Drop</td>
<td>2.5psi (17236.89Pa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pumping Power</td>
<td>0.575W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.1 Original cold plate

The MCM, being a product in service, was assembled with and thermally managed by a static cold plate. Top and bottom views of this solution are shown in Figure
3-3. The cold plate has a copper body measuring 92mm x 92mm x 12mm (excluding ports) with multiple layers assembled by brazing to prevent leaks. Single points of ingress and egress of coolant are setup in this design, similar to the proposed concept. SAE/JIC fittings at the inlet and outlet facilitate connection at the system-level (see Figure 3-3(a)). Internal circuiting of coolant within the body of the cold plate is unknown. Experimental testing should provide insight whether the design is based on serpentine channeling, parallel networks or otherwise. The base of the cold plate was milled to 0.002” planarity to prevent detrimental performance of thermal interface material (TIM) during testing. This operation was implemented to counter surface non-uniformity that may have developed over time as seen in Figure 3-4. A small portion of the base, highlighted by the dotted blue line in Figure 3-3(b), was left unaffected to prevent significant removal of copper and possible leaks. However, this section would not come in contact with components and is left unaltered.

Figure 3-4 Bottom surface non-uniformity of original cold plate
3.3 Requirements of Manufacturing

Irrespective of air or liquid, heat sinks with effective heat transfer surfaces require less pumping power to provide required cooling. Cold plates with fins manufactured using micro deformation technology (MDT) have been reported to deliver lower thermal resistance per pressure drop as compared to conventional straight fins [57]. MDT is a non-subtractive method of machining employed by Wolverine Tube, Inc. [58] as seen in Figure 3-5. Straight fins fabricated using this method form heat transfer surfaces of the dynamic cold plate. Constraints associated with MDT are listed in Table 3-2.

![Figure 3-5 Simplified depiction of manufacturing using MDT [58]](/image)

**Table 3-3 MDT manufacturing constraints [58]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fins per inch</td>
<td>650 – 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fin thickness to gap ratio</td>
<td>1:0.2 – 1:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fin height to thickness ratio</td>
<td>≤ 15:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum fin gap</td>
<td>2.5 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3-6 Sectioning of (a) components based on proximity and (b) corresponding heat transfer surfaces of proposed cold plate
3.3.1 Setting zones

As described in section 3.1, sectioning of the solution based on local heat dissipation forms that basis of the dynamic solution. Heat generating components of the MCM (13 in total) were grouped into four distinct regions based on proximity as seen in Figure 3-6(a). These clusters, henceforth referred to as sections, were named A to D and individual components were numbered starting from the bottom left corner and moving in an ‘N’ pattern. Sections A and B have a similar footprint and account for maximum power dissipation of 160W. Section D is dissimilar to C as it accommodates the FPGA. Flow of coolant to each section must be independent and, therefore, have isolated islands of fins. This is shown in Figure 3-6(b). To improve cost effectiveness of manufacturing the base plate, fins were fabricated from a leading edge before a fly cutting operation created the aforementioned islands. As a result, in some sections, fins extended beyond the span of components. In section D, FPGA area was partially accounted for. This was to provide space for walls to isolate flow from section A. In addition, this component dissipates a relatively lower power of 5W. The envisioned cold plate design has a footprint of 90mm x 90mm.

3.4 CFD Analysis for Cold Plate Design

Before samples could be fabricated for experimental testing, detailed CFD analysis was imperative to determine if flow distribution and thermal performance of selected heat transfer surfaces were per requirement. An acrylic cover was assembled above the base plate described in section 3.3.1 and had portions machined away to permit fluid flow through each individual section. Figure 3-7 shows details of circuiting employed to deliver coolant to fins in section B and facilitate exit of transferred heat. The
inlet (labeled 1), threaded to facilitate a barbed fitting, introduces coolant at a fixed flow rate to the section. The fluid then travels in the transverse direction through a rib (labeled 2) before impinging at the center of each channel between adjacent fins. Trapezoidal design of this part helps promote uniform flow distribution across all channels (labeled 3). Common conduits at opposite ends of each channel direct flow to the outlet (labeled 4). Varying dimensions of these components were constrained (width of conduits) due to the close proximity of sections as well as minimum thickness of isolating walls.

Figure 3-7 Circuiting of fluid flow for uniform distribution (section B) shown in (a) top and (b) front views
Figure 3-8 (a) Velocity contours at exits and (b) distribution of average velocity at the exit of each channel
3.4.1 Analyzing flow distribution within a section

Since each section was designed as described above, results from analysis of region B could be applied to the remaining three. ANSYS FLUENT [59] and Workbench [60] were employed to analyze flow distribution across individual channels. Lu et al. [61] showed that increasing the number of channels (in parallel) reduces flow maldistribution. Based on constraints of MDT fabrication, 0.5mm thick plate fins (suggested minimum) with 1mm pitch were employed. The objective of this analysis was to counter the asymmetric locations of the inlet and outlet by varying the transverse location of the inlet, and dimensions of the trapezoidal rib (width of long and short parallel sides) and conduits (width at wider end) to promote uniform flow distribution across all channels (34 in section B). Cut-cell Cartesian method of meshing was employed to create predominantly flow-aligned elements. The solution became grid independent with around 1.6 million elements and a maximum skewness of 0.946. This corresponded to 4 cells across each channel. An inlet flow rate of 0.5lpm was specified, and the laminar viscous model and standard pressure discretization scheme were employed. The design depicted in Figure 3-7, one of many analyzed variations, delivered suitable flow distribution as seen in Figure 3-8. Average velocity in fins adjacent to regions of heat dissipation was fairly uniform (see Figure 3-8(b)) with a coefficient of variation of 0.18. Circuiting of sections A, C and D were setup similar to region B.

3.4.2 Thermal performance of cold plate with assembled MCM

The proposed cold plate, complete with the acrylic cover, is shown in Figure 3-9(a). Thermal performance of the solution, assembled with the MCM, over a range of flow rates was studied using 6SigmaET [62]. Geometry of the assembly used in this analysis is depicted in Figure 3-9(b).
Thermal grease was accounted for between the top surface of each component and the cold plate base. Each TIM layer had a thickness of 50µm and a bulk thermal conductivity of 3.45W/m-K, assuming an interfacial pressure of 75psi. Cartesian mesh with a cell count of around 16 million was found to be adequate to ensure that results were grid independent. Grid control objects (non-conformal meshing) were employed to focus regions of high grid density in the acrylic cover (domain of fluid flow). Results are outlined in Figure 3-10. Sections have similar impedance curves owing to the design, with regions A and B provided relatively higher flow to account for greater heat dissipation. Range of flow rates considered were based on the rule-of-thumb that states, for efficient indirect liquid cooling, around 2kW to 3kW of heat should be dissipated by 1gpm of coolant flow. Using the available impedance curves and predicting the pressure drops for a total flow rate of 2lpm (summation of all sections) gives a total pumping power of 0.05W. This prediction is an order of magnitude lower than the quantity reported in Table 3-2. Thus, expectations are that savings in flow power with respect to the original solution may be available through deployment of the proposed cold plate.
Figure 3-10(b) reports variation of heater temperatures (components in each section with maximum values) with coolant flow rates. The observed range of operating temperatures (58°C to 66°C) for sections A, B and D were sufficiently close. This is an indication of effective design. Relatively lower heater temperatures in section C were a result of a thinner section with flow from the inlet impinging near the transverse center of both devices. In addition, reported temperatures were 50% lower than derating temperatures of the heaters (150°C) [63]. A fabricated sample of the finalized cold plate design is shown in Figure A.1.

Figure 3-10 (a) Pressure drop in different sections and (b) maximum heater temperatures in each section versus coolant flow rates
3.5 Preparing for Experimental Testing

With both original and proposed cold plates available for testing, and electromagnetically commutated pumps used as external FCDs, details of the control system needed to be finalized. In addition, since a functioning MCM was not available and thermal test vehicles (TTV) are monetarily unfeasible, a mock MCM TTV was designed and fabricated for experimental testing. Details of a liquid cooling test bench are also finalized and previewed. Finally, series of tests to be conducted on both cold plates and resultant parameters of interest are outlined.

Figure 3-11 (a) Bottom surface of heat sink showing epoxied heaters, leads and thermocouple; (b) heater control circuit and its components
3.5.1 Initial study to evaluate the control system

In the previewed test setup, the control system is not only responsible for modulating the FCDs based on temperature measurements but also moderating heat dissipation in the ASICs (FPGA power does not change). Thus, testing can be sufficiently automated saving both resources and time while simplifying data reduction. A simple study was conducted to confirm concepts and components outlined for the control system. To imitate the eventual system, four thick film heaters were epoxied to the base of an aluminum plate fin heat sink as seen in Figure 3-11(a). A thermocouple was epoxied at the center of the heated region to measure base temperature. Leads from each resistor were setup such that all four heaters can be powered by a single source. A 4-wire 60mm DC fan was attached on top of the heat sink to provide cooling. Figure 3-11(b) shows a current control circuit used to modulate heater power dissipation through a PWM signal. The load (thick film resistors in parallel) was connected as indicated and the PWM signal was generated by an Arduino microcontroller board [64]. BJT (bipolar junction transistor) Q1 limited the collector (or load) current based on the PWM signal applied at the base. If current beyond a certain limit was permitted to flow, the voltage drop across resistor R1 would trip the base of Q2, which limits the base current of Q1. This, in turn, lowered current through the load. Figure A.2 shows all components used in this study. A LabVIEW [65] code read the heat sink base temperature through a data logger and programed the Arduino to send PWM signals from digital I/O pins. Inputs to the code were specifications of deadband control of thermocouple readings (high and low temperatures; rate of increase and decrease of fan duty cycles) and heater trace file (variation of PWM with time). A screenshot of the front panel can be found in Figure A.3. Figure 3-12 shows specifics of a short test run to evaluate this setup.
Figure 3-12 (a) Heater duty cycle and (b) corresponding heat sink base temperature and fan speeds
Heater power dissipation was controlled by varying the duty cycle as seen in Figure 3-12(a). The deadband was setup to maintain temperature between 28°C and 29°C by increasing or decreasing fan duty cycle by 10% per second or 5% per second respectively. Effects of these settings are seen in Figure 3-12(b). It was observed that the measured temperature oscillates as the range of fan speed between dead zones continues to shrink. At the end of the run, variation of heat sink temperature was practically limited to the span of the deadband. Thus, a simple test setup was proven to be capable of modulating both power and cooling resources as intended.

Figure 3-13 (a) Assembled MCM TTV and (b) copper blocks with resistive heaters simulating ASICs and FPGA

3.5.2 The MCM TTV

A thermal test vehicle, dimensionally identical to the MCM as well as capable of independent power dissipation within heat generating components is required for experimental testing. Figure 3-13 shows details of the mock MCM designed to serve this
purpose. Thick film heaters (12.7mm x 12.7mm) [63] soldered to the base of copper blocks (accurate footprints) simulate the ASICs and FPGA. A hole was drilled midway into the side of each block such that the attached thermocouple measures temperature 1mm below the center of the top surface. These measurements are intended to represent case temperatures of ASICs and the FPGA. The base of the MCM was machined from acrylic and has two parts. The top half ensures that installed copper blocks only extend 0.8mm above the base (similar to component heights). The bottom half prevents blocks from moving when either cold plate is attached with applied pressure. In addition, holes in the bottom half of the base facilitate exit of heater leads and thermocouples from each individual block.

![Figure 3-14 (a) Simplified depiction of a single heater control circuit and, (b) an assembled board with components for controlling five heaters (sections C and D)](image)

Controlling power dissipation of each heater is achieved similar to details in section 3.5.1. Figure 3-14(b) shows a prototype board with assembled components designed to control five heaters (sections C and D). Simplified depiction of a single circuit
is seen in Figure 3-14(a). A shunt resistor measures current drawn by the heater based on voltage drop readings made by the data acquisition (DAQ) unit. In addition, an NPN BJT modulates current flowing through the circuit based on a PWM signal from the microcontroller board. Additional leads at the terminal connectors measure the voltage across the resistive heater for power measurement. A board similar to the one pictured in Figure 3-14(b) with eight individual circuits was assembled for blocks in sections A and B.

Figure 3-15 Coolant circuit for testing both original and dynamic cold plates
3.5.3 Liquid cooling test bench

A simplified depiction of the test bench setup to evaluate both cold plates is depicted in Figure 3-15. A Kinetics RS33AO11 recirculating chiller drives flow through the external loop and cools the plate heat exchanger (HEX) highlighted by the dotted green line. The chiller is equipped with a positive displacement pump capable of pumping up to 1.6gpm of coolant at 100psi and a temperature range of -15°C to 75°C. As these units are known to drift (variation in temperature), the HEX provides substantial thermal capacitance to prevent transmission to subsequent loops. A DC 4-wire pump [66], highlighted by the red dotted line, drives flow through the two HEXs in the intermediate loop. Similarly, a separate pump (highlighted by the blue dotted line) controls flow of distilled water through all components in the internal loop. Turbine flowmeters arranged in parallel measure the flow rate of water cooled by the plate HEX. Temperature and pressure differences across the cold plate are measured using K-type thermocouple probes and pressure transducers. The pump in the internal loop is primarily responsible for maintaining a fixed flow rate during testing. The pump in the intermediate loop controls the inlet temperature of water to the cold plate by modulating flow rate between the two heat exchangers. Temperature and flow rate readings are input to the LabVIEW code that in-turn controls both pumps. Inlet temperatures to the cold plate as low as 15°C are targeted during testing. Water and glycol mixture (50/50) is employed in both intermediate and external loops to enable near zero temperatures to account for heat loss.

3.5.4 Test matrix

The MCM TTV is subjected to different loads when testing both original (OCP) and dynamic cold plates (DCP). Note that FPGA power dissipation does not change
(5W). Five different cases of uniform loading are considered. These are when all ASICs dissipate 5W, 10W, 20W, 30W and 40W respectively. In contrast, twelve different cases of non-uniform loading are outlined. Herein, a single ASIC is set to dissipate 40W alone while all remaining units idle at 5W each. Thus, a total of seventeen different MCM TTV loads are cycled during a single cooling condition (fixed flow rate and inlet temperature to cold plate).

Number of cases in the cooling setup varies based on which cold plate is being tested. For the original solution, four different inlet temperatures are considered (15°C, 25°C, 35°C and 45°C). In addition, four different flow rates through the internal loop are studied (1lpm to 4lpm in increments of 1lpm). Thus, a total of sixteen unique cooling conditions are investigated while testing the original cold plate. Primary results of interest are device temperatures as a function of pumping power for different water inlet temperatures.

Results of OCP testing are used to determine a maximum device temperature. Individual pumps (FCDs) servicing each section modulate flow to achieve said temperature using deadband control. Therefore, the only variable in the cooling setup is water temperature at the inlet to the DCP (15°C to 45°C in increments of 10°C). Variation of device temperatures with individual section flow rates for different water inlet temperatures are obtained from these tests. Measured flow rates can be converted into pumping powers by determining the impedance curve for each section (separate tests).

3.6 Future Work

With the MCM TTV and control circuits assembled, and components of the liquid cooling bench purchased, performance evaluation of both cold plates is imminent. The
cooling loops are to be setup as specified and a LabVIEW code automating the entire procedure must be generated. Savings in either pumping power or inlet temperature through application of the dynamic cold plate (when compared to the original solution) for thermal management of a high-power multi-chip module will be reported.
CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURES FOR EVALUATING WEB SERVERS

4.1 Servers Under Study

Figure 4-1 Intel-based Open Compute server with locations of components of interest (air duct removed for visual purposes) [67]

Figure 4-1 shows an Intel-based Open Compute server [67] used in this study. This 1.5U (1U = 1.75") rackmount unit has two CPUs, each with a rated thermal design power (TDP) of 95W [46], and an installed memory capacity of 12GB. Four 60mm DC fans are installed within the chassis to provide cooling to the motherboard and its critical
components. Both processors represent the principal heat load within the system and their temperatures drive a native algorithm, explained in detail in the following subsection, which controls speed of the chassis fans using a pulse width modulation (PWM) signal. As seen in Fig. 1, a sheet metal partition isolates the flow through the motherboard from flow through the power supply unit (PSU) and hard drive seen at the right. The ‘80 Plus Platinum’ rated PSU (efficiency of 94.6%) has an integrated 60mm fan that regulates air flow through this section based on inlet temperature [69]. This fan idles at 30% duty cycle at temperatures below 25°C and ramps linearly up to 45°C, beyond which it runs at full capacity. Thus, air flow through each section is modulated independently. Three such servers with minor part variations are considered to simulate a multiple-vendor or supplier scenario commonly seen in data centers. Table 4-1 outlines differences in installed components across these systems.

Table 4-1 Component/Vendor configuration differences between the three servers under study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Notes / Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>DIMM</td>
<td>2 GB; single-sided; 1333 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hard Disk Drive</td>
<td>250 GB; 7200 rpm; 5.5 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chassis Fan (each)</td>
<td>5.64 W; 43.3 cfm; 0.763 inch H₂O; 9000 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power Supply Unit</td>
<td>450 W; 80Plus Platinum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>DIMM</td>
<td>2 GB; dual-sided; 1333 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hard Disk Drive</td>
<td>250 GB; 7200 rpm; 5.5 W (same as A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chassis Fan (each)</td>
<td>5.64 W; 37.1 cfm; 0.622 inch H₂O; 8000 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power Supply Unit</td>
<td>700 W; 80Plus Platinum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>DIMM</td>
<td>2 GB; dual-sided; 1333 MHz (same as B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hard Disk Drive</td>
<td>500 GB; 7200 rpm; 10.6 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chassis Fan (each)</td>
<td>5.64 W; 37.1 cfm; 0.622 inch H₂O; 8000 rpm (same as B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power Supply Unit</td>
<td>700 W; 80Plus Platinum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.1 Chassis fan control scheme

![Chart showing fan duty cycle changes based on CPU temperature.](chart.png)

**Figure 4-2** Chassis fan speed control setup to maintain CPU temperature within a predetermined range of the target value.

Chassis fan speeds are modulated based on CPU temperature using the principle of deadband control. This technique is commonly employed in voltage regulation. The deadband represents a domain within which a signal experiences no change from its present value. Application of this method to the servers under study is illustrated in Figure 4-2. Purpose of this setup is to minimize cooling power unless CPU operating temperature (control parameter) increases beyond a predefined range. This range consists of a buffer or tolerance coupled to a target (desired) temperature within which the deadband exists. Fan speeds change only when the control parameter is either below or above the lower and upper bounds respectively. Operating outside the
deadband for extended periods will cause either the fans to slow down to idling speeds (below lower bound) or ramp up at a steady rate to maximum capacity (above upper bound). In short, objective of this control scheme is to promote operation within this predetermined range of CPU die temperature with a view to minimizing cooling power. Default parameters of the deadband scheme are specified in Figure 4-2.

4.2 Test Setup

Figure 4-3 Location of installed thermocouples (red dots with yellow outline) for surface temperature measurements of critical motherboard components
In order to study operating conditions and health of critical server components across the thermal envelope, thermocouples are installed to facilitate surface temperature monitoring during testing. Figure 4-3 depicts locations of said measurement and corresponding devices of interest. Table 4-2 outlines critical temperatures below which these components need to be operated. VRDs (voltage regulators for both CPUs and DIMMs) are sensitive to temperature and throttle performance if operated beyond 85°C. Case temperature of the DRAM chip [70, 71] furthest downstream on all DIMMs is measured to account for the effect of thermal shadowing. When dual sided DIMMs are employed (servers B and C), thermocouples are installed on sides facing the CPU heat sinks. The Northbridge chipset, which has a TDP of 27.1W [72], is equipped with an aluminum plate fin heat sink. As the case cannot be accessed directly, surface measurements on either side of the heat sink base in the longitudinal direction are facilitated. Similar to VRDs and DIMMs, a thermocouple at the exposed center measures case temperature of the Southbridge [73]. A total of nineteen surface measurements are made per server.

Table 4-2 Thermal limitations of critical motherboard components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>( T_{\text{critical}} ) (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU (( T_{\text{case}} ))</td>
<td>81.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northbridge</td>
<td>95.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southbridge</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIMM (DRAM Chip)</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRD</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Servers under study, named A to C from top to bottom, are installed in the central column of a triplet rack [74] as seen in Figure 4-4. Each rack mount unit has an adjacent simulated server (1.5U profile; equivalent to a load bank) that operates at a constant
thermal and electrical load of around 440W. A total capacity of around 21kW is installed within the rack to ensure adequate heating in the room to permit testing at high air supply temperatures. Blanking panels are installed at the rear of empty slots to prevent recirculation of exhaust air. 277VAC supply to each web server is measured independently using a power meter. A total of 57 thermocouple readings from the three units are measured by a data acquisition (DAQ) unit. Dry bulb temperature and relative humidity of air entering each server is recorded by a USB ambient conditions logger. A workstation, set up adjacent to the rack, communicates with all metering equipment and web servers to ensure a common timestamp across all measurements for effective data reduction.

Figure 4-4 Simplified depiction of the test setup with power metering and data acquisition equipment
The rack is set up in a 625 square foot test-bed data center facility equipped with a 12 inch raised floor and a 44 ton computer room air conditioning (CRAC) unit for cooling. The CRAC pressurizes an under-floor plenum with conditioned air which is ejected at the inlet to the rack through perforated tiles. Hot aisle containment curtains mitigate mixing of return air with the supply stream and direct flow exiting the rear of the rack to a dropped ceiling. Negative pressure generated by the CRAC blowers draws in return air to complete the flow cycle. Controller settings in the CRAC are adjusted to achieve supply temperature set points between 15°C and 45°C in increments of 5°C. Additional settings to ensure that operating relative humidity is maintained between 10% and 90% (per specifications of server manufacturers) for extended periods are confirmed by ambient logger measurements over the course of testing.

4.3 Test Procedures

In order to study server performance with the preexisting chassis fan control as well as interaction between static and fan powers, at different rack inlet temperatures, two sets of tests need to be conducted. The differentiating factor between these two cases concerns whether or not chassis fans are controlled by the server. Following subsections will explain these dissimilarities in detail. In the first set of tests, chassis fan speeds are modulated ‘internally’ based on deadband control. Henceforth, results or comments pertaining to these tests will be alluded to as when the fans are internally controlled (or for the sake of depicting data or reference, with the abbreviation ‘INT’).
4.3.1 Stressing servers with internal fan control

These rack mount units are configured with CPU and memory resources to function as web servers. Applications usually deployed on these systems are found to utilize relatively more CPU as compared to memory. Table 4-3 outlines different simulated loads setup to run on these servers to mirror operation in a data center. Synthetic load generator lookbusy [75] is employed to create loads as previously outlined. A bash script, executed on each server at the start of a test, automates a procedure wherein each load is applied (in order) for a duration of 30 minutes with 30 minutes of idling between two loads (with the exception of the initial Idle load that ran for 60 minutes). This sequence of stressing the server from idling to maximum loads is repeated three times before a test is concluded. This is to ensure that the results obtained are repeatable. Native Linux commands `mpstat` [76] and `free` [77] are employed to measure CPU utilization ($U_{CPU}$) and memory usage over the course of each test and ensure loads are per requirement. An internal diagnostic tool provided by the manufacturer provides readings from each CPU’s digital temperature sensors (DTS) and tachometer input (rotations per minute) from each fan in the motherboard section. Along with server power and component surface temperature measurements, these represent data of primary interest in this study. Steady state operation was achieved within the first 20 minutes of each load and individual measurements made within the last 10 minutes are averaged before reporting. Results presented in this study are reported in terms of average values across three runs (from each server) for each test condition (specific rack inlet temperature and server load).
4.3.2. Modification for external fan control

Interaction between static and chassis fan powers as well as their influence on total server power consumption can be effectively studied when chassis fans are modulated between their maximum and minimum speeds in short increments. This is accomplished by modifying the aforementioned experimental setup to accommodate an arbitrary waveform generator (see Figure 4-5) which, when connected to chassis fans in all three servers, produces a PWM signal to control these units externally. Thus, throughout a given test, fans in the motherboard section operate at a fixed speed before changing duty cycles between tests. For a given rack inlet temperature, chassis fan duty cycles are varied between idling (0.1%) and 99.9% in increments of 4%. Henceforth, results or comments pertaining to these tests will be alluded to as when the fans are externally controlled (or for the sake of depicting data or reference, with the abbreviation ‘EXT’).

Table 4-3 Different loads under which servers were stressed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>$U_{CPU}$ (%)</th>
<th>Memory Usage (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idle</td>
<td>0 – 0.2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98%</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Introducing idling periods between adjacent server loads in a test are necessary to force chassis fans to idle before a subsequent computational load when fans are controlled internally. However, when chassis fans operate at a fixed duty cycle, a true steady state in operating temperatures and power consumption is achieved and stabilizing fans through intermittent idling periods is unnecessary. Therefore, the bash
script previously described is modified to generate server loads in series. In addition, steady states are attained faster in this case (less than 10 minutes) and the duration of each stress level is shortened to 20 minutes. Data averaged over the last 10 minutes of each test is reported as steady state values. These modifications shorten the duration of testing at a given fan duty cycle to seven hours. A LabVIEW [65] code, in conjunction with the scripts, automates testing such that three different duty cycles can be evaluated in tandem over a day.

Figure 4-5 Server chassis fan speeds synchronously controlled using an arbitrary waveform generator during testing
4.4 Supplementary Tests

Testing three web servers across the A4 envelope provides the following operating parameters under different computational loads – power consumption, component temperatures and fan speeds. Derived parameters, essential to facility operation, such as cooling power, air flow rate and noise pressure levels for each server can be calculated based on corresponding fan speed and rack inlet temperature. Following tests briefly explain how these correlations are calculated.

4.4.1 Power (MB fans and PSU fan)

As previously outlined, fans downstream of the motherboard and in the PSU operate independently of each other and, as such, measurements for power consumption or flow rate as a function of duty cycle (or speed) are conducted separately. In either case, the fans are disconnected from their respective headers and powered and controlled externally using a benchtop DC power supply and waveform generator. Standard specifications for input pulse width modulation (PWM) signals are followed [78]. A total of forty readings recorded over two minutes are averaged to report power consumption at a given speed. Fan duty cycle is varied between idling (0% for chassis fans and 30% for PSU fan) and full capacity (100%) in short increments to ensure the resultant cubic polynomial correlation provides a coefficient of determination greater than 0.99. Manufacturer’s specifications for idling and maximum fan speeds are used to generate a linear relation between duty cycles (%) and speed (rpm). Thus, for chassis fans, speeds recorded during server testing are used to calculate corresponding power consumption. Similarly, for the PSU fan, rack inlet temperature is used as previously explained. Both figures are combined to report cooling power consumption.
4.4.2 Flow rate

Similar to the previous test, with fans powered and controlled externally, server motherboard section and PSU are respectively installed in an air flow bench to measure air flow rate (cubic feet per minute) as a function of duty cycle. For a detailed explanation of the test procedure followed when using this equipment, please refer to [79, 80]. Thus, for each server, two quadratic polynomial correlations are generated. Once again, fan speeds and rack inlet temperatures from server testing are used to calculate corresponding volumetric flow rates. Both figures are combined to report flow rate through the entire server.

4.4.3 Acoustics

Unlike the aforementioned measurements, recording parameters for two sets of fans separately before combining them is not effective in the case of acoustics. A parametric study wherein one variable is changed while the other is held constant is better suited. Since PSU fan speed varies with rack inlet temperatures between 25°C and 45°C, a separate series of tests were conducted for each 5°C increment. In each case, speed of chassis fans is varied between idle and maximum duty cycles in increments of 25%. A sound metering application [81] is employed to measure each data point. The microphone is positioned 1m from the center of the leading edge of the server. Total of three runs are conducted to ensure repeatability. Thus, a polynomial correlation between sound pressure levels (dB) and fan duty cycle (%) is generated for each server and rack inlet temperature. Fan speeds from server testing for a given load and RIT are used to calculate corresponding noise levels.
4.5 Notice regarding Test Conditions

Blowers in the CRAC unit provided more flow than the installed servers (both web and simulated units) required. This may have caused results presented in proceeding two chapters to be skewed due to effects of overcooling (forcing more air to flow through the servers). Kindly take note of this before utilizing results for other studies. However, aspects of data analysis and interpretation still apply.
In traditional data center cooling system architectures, chillers account for around 41% of total cooling power consumption [11]. The refrigeration plant operates inefficiently and has typical COP (coefficient of performance) values of around 3 to 9 [82]. As previously mentioned, a current practice in the industry involves raising coolant supply temperatures to reduce chiller hours and/or take advantage of outdoor conditions and maximize use of free cooling. Data center designs that eliminate the need for refrigeration systems by relying on evaporative cooling and air-side economization have been gaining more widespread adoption over the last decade [83]. These facilities have been reported to operate extremely efficiently with PUE values around 1.08 [84].

While the studies outlined in Section 2.3 have proven that raising data hall temperature is of advantage, limited information is available regarding the effects at server-level under such conditions. Specifically, although reports on analytical modeling of data centers [85, 86] are widespread, accurate representation of server operation or performance is relatively absent. Information regarding trends in power consumption and reliability is available; however, a study that accounts for all parameters pertaining to server performance has yet to be conducted. Of utmost importance is the need to understand the interdependent operation of servers and the facility. In addition, effects under varying server utilizations are never accounted for or reported. This investigation outlined the effect of increased RIT at a variety of server loads on server power consumption, cooling or air flow rate, efficiency, acoustics and component reliability. Reported data can be employed to determine the optimal range of RIT for minimizing
operating costs for a given data center utilization. An important notice regarding test conditions and results can be found in Section 4.5.

Figure 5-1 Variation of (a) total server power consumption with CPU utilization for rack inlet temperature of 15°C and, (b) chassis fan speed with RIT for all tested loads.
A total of six different loads were executed on each server for a given air supply temperature. Figure 5-1(a) illustrates variation of server power consumption with applied computational load at 15°C ambient conditions. Minor variation in heat dissipation was visible at loads greater than 50%. Power consumption at 30% load could be interpreted as midway between idling and 98% values. In addition, data centers have been reported to typically operate at CPU utilizations of around 30% [23]. Thus, to avoid clutter in plotting results, values for idle, 30% and 98% loads were considered only. However, as seen in Figure 5-1(b), from the perspective of fan performance and its derived parameters, the discussion (text) also considered 50% utilization as noticeable difference in operation at RIT of 30°C and 35°C was observed with respect to 98% load. Apart from power consumption, no difference was observed between idle and 10% cases and effects at 70% could be approximated based on results for 50% (30°C) and 98% loads (35°C and higher RITs).

![Figure 5-2 Variation of IT and total server powers with RIT for idle load](image-url)
Figure 5-3 Variation of IT and total server power with RIT for 30% utilization

Figure 5-4 Variation of IT and total server power with RIT for 98% load
5.1 Power

Measurements reported by the power meter represent total consumption by each individual server. Based on PSU efficiency (assumed to be 94.6% at all loads), chassis fan speeds and rack inlet temperature, overheads such as cooling and PSU losses can be accounted for to report a pure IT power consumption at all test cases. Figures 5-2 to 5-4 shows variation of both values for different inlet temperatures. Note that solid lines with markers represent average values, single dotted and dashed lines denote the maximum, and double dotted and dashed lines represent minimum values for the three servers. When idling, IT power consumption was seen to steadily rise with RIT due to the effects of increasing CPU temperature. This is evident as seen in Figure 5-5. Overhead (difference between total and IT power) increased from 9% up to 12% beyond ambient conditions of 25°C due to corresponding increase in PSU fan speeds. The native chassis fan control scheme engaged beyond RITs of 35°C and 30°C for 30% and greater than 50% loads respectively as seen in Figure 5-5. Correspondingly, IT power was observed to plateau due to reduced effect of leakage (static power). However, overhead grew rapidly beyond these temperatures due to increased chassis fan speeds to maintain the CPU case between 62°C and 68°C.

Since total server power is a significant contributor to a data center’s operational expenditure (OpEx) it is critical to discuss increase with RIT while leveraging reduced chiller operation (traditional facilities) or water consumption (economizer based designs). These savings should not be significantly diminished or eclipsed by operating costs of IT equipment. At idling and 10% loads, total server power consumption was reported to increase by 2% to 7% (with respect to values at 15°C) at RITs greater than 30°C. For utilizations of 30% and more, total server power increased gradually from 2% and up to
14% beyond air supply temperatures of 25°C. This information could be used to set the data hall temperature range with a view to maximizing savings in facility power consumption. Specifically, considering an increase in server power consumption of 5% to be an upper bound, then irrespective of IT load, temperature of air entering racks should be at or below 30°C. Interestingly, total power at 30% utilization is responsible for the aforementioned upper limit as the increase at 35°C supply temperature is around 6.3%. Facility energy modeling may be greatly enhanced with the detailed server level information presented here.

Figure 5-5 Variation of CPU case temperature with supply temperature

5.2 Cooling

Unlike power consumption of IT equipment, air flow rate through individual servers has a direct influence on operation of facility-level cooling systems. Figure 5-6
shows variation of the aforementioned parameter with RIT. For idling and 10% loads, air flow rate through each server steadily rose beyond 25°C. This rise was only attributed to increased PSU fan operation at elevated ambient conditions since the chassis fans remained at idle speeds over the RIT range. For 30% utilization, noticeable rise in flow rate was observed beyond 35°C due to elevated chassis fan speeds. When compared to lower loads (Idle and 10%), the penalty was around 41% at 40°C and 99% at 44°C respectively. At higher server utilizations (50% to 98%), a similar breakaway trend was observed beyond RITs of 25°C. However, corresponding penalties (with respect to idling or 10% utilizations) were much larger than those seen for 30% loads with required flow rate more than doubling beyond supply temperatures of 40°C and 35°C for 50% and 98% utilizations respectively.

Figure 5-6 Variation of air flow rate per server for different RIT and loads
This was significant because power consumption of blowers in CRACs (traditional facilities) or fan walls (economizer based designs) vary with delivered flow rate based on the following fan law:

\[ P_2 = P_1 \times \left( \frac{Q_2}{Q_1} \right)^3 \]  

(5-1)

\( P \) represents power consumption of the blowers corresponding to a delivered flow rate of \( Q \). Table 5-1 outlines the ratio of perceived facility blower power at higher server loads with respect to idling conditions across the ASHRAE A4 envelope.

Table 5-1 Ratio of facility fan power to corresponding value at idle load for different rack inlet temperatures and server loads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>( P_{\text{load}}/P_{\text{idle}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98%</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As observed, it would become prohibitive to operate the data center beyond an ambient condition of 30°C for an average utilization of 50% or greater. Thus, similar to the consideration for server power, increased flow rate should not usurp targeted savings through raised RIT. If a restriction of 100% rise in blower power over corresponding values for idling or 10% loads is considered, then for utilizations at or below 50%, data hall set point could vary up to 30°C. However, for higher loads, RIT must be maintained at or below 25°C. DCIM (data center infrastructure management) solutions can be setup to account for these restrictions with intent to minimize OpEx. For example, RIT may be
allowed to drift to higher levels during known periods of low compute utilization or remain more strictly controlled at peak operating periods. Figure 5-7 shows variation of fan power consumption per server with air supply temperature.

![Figure 5-7 Variation of fan power consumption per server for different supply temperatures](image)

5.3 Efficiency

While efficiency metrics do not provide as clear a picture of the effects of raising RIT as the previous two subsections, they may provide insight that might influence decisions eventually made. One such parameter, evaluated at the server-level, is the partial PUE (power usage effectiveness) as defined below.

\[
pPUE = \frac{\text{Total server power}}{\text{Server IT power}}
\]  

(5-2)
It is apparent that reporting a pPUE as close to unity is advantageous. Conversely, reducing overhead (PSU losses and cooling power) to zero is beneficial. Figure 8 shows the variation of pPUE with rack inlet temperature. Comparatively, idling seemed more inefficient when compared to higher utilizations at ambient conditions of 30°C or below. This was because of lower IT powers recorded. However, since this idling trend is representative of the server’s innate configuration, it can be used to draw conclusions regarding the limits of energy-efficient operation. In this case, irrespective of the load, rack inlet temperatures must be limited to 35°C.

![Figure 5-8 Partial PUE calculated at the server-level and its variation with air supply temperature](image_url)
5.4 **Acoustics**

Regulating agencies such as OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) and NIOSH (National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health) set standards for healthy working environments across different industries. Limits for permissible exposure duration of 8 hours for sound pressure levels are 90dBA and 85dBA according to OSHA [87] and NIOSH [88] respectively. This study is focused on noise levels per server as opposed to effects of concurrent operation of IT equipment. The authors encourage readers to employ reported values with standard correlations to predict additive effects of multiple servers in operation. Figure 5-9 shows recorded sound pressure as a function of air inlet temperature and computational loads. Owing to relatively low increase in chassis fan speeds for 30% server utilization, a similar trend to idling and 10% loads was observed as noise from the PSU fan dominated measurements. However, at higher utilizations, sharp rise in chassis fan speeds generated noticeable increase in sound levels from aforementioned trends for RITs beyond 30°C and 25°C for 50% and 98% loads respectively. The corresponding penalties (with respect to idling or 10% utilizations) amounted to a rise of around 18% to 35%. Irrespective of stress levels, for a single server, reported sound pressure levels met regulation standards.
5.5 Reliability

Operating temperatures of crucial server components recorded during testing provide an indication of whether critical limitations (see Table 4-2) were met across the entire thermal envelope. As previously discussed, the chassis fan control scheme was engaged when CPU case temperatures rise beyond 68°C. The highest recorded value (at 98% load with 44°C air entering the server) was still 10°C below the critical limit specified by the device manufacturer. Also, CPU failures are uncommon as infant mortality, a significant factor, is typically accounted for during ‘burn-in’ tests before deploying servers in a data center. Therefore, this section will focus on operating temperatures for other critical components and comment on reliability when applicable. Note that the maximum of all thermocouple measurements of a given type is reported in the following sections.
5.5.1 Memory

Figure 5-10 reports a linear variation in DRAM case temperature with RIT. Minor differences were visible between different utilizations, which was to be expected, as the server loads were CPU intensive with only 20% of DIMM usage tested. Highest recorded values were more than 30°C lower than the specified critical case temperature and throttling of performance was not imminent. In addition, in terms of reliability or failure, a recent study [49] has shown that DRAM errors are strongly correlated with CPU utilization and DIMM usage (not utilization) as opposed to operating temperature. Similar error rates were reported for a temperature difference of 20°C under a given utilization. In conclusion, the chassis cooling system maintained the DIMMs at very reliable operating temperatures even at elevated RIT.
5.5.2 VRDs

Regardless of the test case, CPU VRDs were found to operate at higher temperatures as compared to DIMM counterparts owing to the effect of thermal shadowing from CPUs. Since the motherboard section of the server is equipped with a duct that directs majority of air flow through CPU heat sinks, VRDs (see Figure 5-11) showed similar temperature trends as seen in Figure 5-5. Regardless of RIT or server load, these devices operated more than 15°C below their specified limit.
5.5.3 Northbridge

This chipset is equipped with an aluminum heat sink to dissipate a reported TDP of 27.1W. Thermocouples equipped on both sides of the heat sink base require consideration of conduction resistances only to discuss possible case temperatures. Figure 5-12 reports variation in these values with RIT for different utilizations. Owing to the presence of extended surfaces, trends for higher utilizations were seen to plateau under the influence of increased air flow rate. Maximum values were seen under idling and 10% loads due to chassis fan control not yet being engaged. Irrespective of utilization, assuming a conservative difference of 10°C between the heat sink base and chipset case, this device operated 20°C lower than the specified limit.
5.5.4 Southbridge

Owing to lower TDP (4.5W) and relatively large case area (around 25mm by 25mm), this chipset is not equipped with a heat sink to aid heat transfer. A single thermocouple installed at the center of the case reported the operating temperature as seen in Fig. 5-13. Once again, similar to DIMM temperatures and absence of extended surfaces, a linear trend in reported values was seen with RIT. Minimal effect due to increased air flow was seen at higher utilizations. A large thermal overhead, of the order of around 40°C, was seen for case temperature irrespective of server load.
5.5.5 Hard disk drive

A recent study [50] reported that hard disk drives accounted for around 70% of hardware component errors in a large data center based on two years of failure data. Also reported was that correlation of errors was stronger with temperature than utilization. HDD case temperature was predicted based on results of a simple CFD model (see Figure 5-14). Exhaust air stream from the PSU was modeled along with HDD power dissipation for maximum utilization (read and write operation) to generate a trend of case-to-ambient temperature difference with respect to PSU flow rate. Thus, based on RIT and PSU heat loss, case temperature of the HDD could be predicted. Despite choosing two different HDDs, manufacturers reported the same AFR (annualized failure rate) of 0.73%
for case temperatures of 40°C or below. An acceleration factor (AF) of two for every 15°C rise beyond the specified limit was applied to predict the resultant AFR as seen in Fig. 5-15. The large spread between maximum and minimum values owed to significant difference in HDD powers (10.6W and 5.5W) as well as different flow rate trends with duty cycle for each server PSU. A sharp rise in AFR was seen beyond rack inlet temperatures of 30°C, with failure rate at 44°C supply nearly doubling when compared to 15°C. The corresponding penalty for 30°C was 22.5%. Interestingly, HDD reliability would not depend on utilization.

Figure 5-15 Effect of RIT on hard disk drive AFR
5.5.6 Fans

Owing to the presence of moving parts, fans are a possible source of failure or downtime in rackmount servers. The most common failure mechanism in fans is bearing lubricant deterioration [89, 90, 91]. Bearing manufacturers [90] provide correlations for life expectancy of fan bearings using general purpose grease as seen below.

\[
\log L_{50} = 6.54 - 2.6 \frac{n}{N_{\text{max}}} - \left( 0.025 - 0.012 \frac{n}{N_{\text{max}}} \right) T
\]  

(5-2)

\( L_{50} \) is the time at which 50% of bearings will fail, \( n \) and \( N_{\text{max}} \) are current and maximum speeds respectively in rotations per minute and \( T \) is operating temperature (°C). Figure 5-16 shows variation in chassis fan speed, normalized with respect to the rated (maximum) value, for different server loads and RITs. At low utilizations (idling and 10%), no increase in fan operation was observed and bearing life would be dependent on the approach.
temperature of air based on motherboard power dissipation. For 30% server load, fan speed would be the dominant factor for air supply temperatures beyond 35°C. Similarly, this breakaway point was 30°C and 25°C for 50% and 98% utilizations respectively. Thus, fan life would be dependent on both RIT and server load.

5.6 Other Considerations

Another factor to consider when choosing the set point of the data hall within the ASHRAE A4 thermal envelope is human comfort. OSHA [92] defines the range for ‘thermal comfort’ with ambient temperature controlled between 20°C and 24.5°C and relative humidity between 20% and 60%. While this is a severely constrained range within which to operate a data center efficiently, comfort of personnel working within the facility could become a concern beyond 30°C and affect operational expenditure. However, detailed discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this study, but an important factor to acknowledge. Regardless, selecting the optimal range for RIT would require an evaluation of total cost of ownership (TCO) while considering all aforementioned parameters. There exists a tradeoff between deploying greater number of servers (increased capital expenditure, CapEx) operating at lower utilizations with higher RITs (decreased OpEx) or less servers (decreased CapEx) operating at higher utilizations with lower RITs (increased OpEx). Results presented in this study can support estimates made towards operational expenditure.
CHAPTER 6
TRADEOFF BETWEEN COOLING POWER AND LEAKAGE CURRENT

As outlined in Section 2.3, a current practice in the industry to reduce cooling power consumption involves raising coolant supply temperatures to reduce chiller hours and/or take advantage of outdoor conditions and maximize use of free cooling. In air cooled servers a common side-effect of raising the ambient temperature is the increase in power consumption due to elevated fan speeds [43]. In addition, higher coolant supply temperatures to servers may also lead to elevated CPU operating temperatures and, in turn, increased device power. This is attributed to leakage current or static power within a device. Leakage current, per its name, pertains to current that leaks through transistors during off states and represents loss of useful energy. For a detailed understanding of this term and its components please refer to [16]. In contrast, dynamic power relates to useful work involved during switching operations in a device. Static and dynamic powers together constitute CPU power consumption. Studies [93, 94] have shown that at elevated operating temperatures proportion of static to total power can be greater than 50%. Krishnan et al. [95] reported that leakage current increases exponentially with temperature and subthreshold leakage power reduces by 50% with a temperature drop of 30°C. The issue of static power is further exacerbated by the advancement of microelectronics and reduction in gate lengths. Haensch et al. [96] reported that, approaching the 65nm technology and lower, leakage power density grows more dominant and eventually equals its dynamic counterpart.

From a thermal standpoint, static power can be lowered by reducing operating temperature of the device (increase provided cooling). Lin et al. [15] showed that a tradeoff exists between device and cooling powers that minimizes system power
consumption. Increasing cooling beyond this minimum point lowers energy efficiency. In this study, web servers outfitted as per Section 4 (based on relatively current 32nm lithography) investigated this phenomena with a view to minimizing total server power consumption. To account for aforementioned trends in energy-efficient cooling (economization in data centers), these rackmount systems were tested across the ASHRAE A4 envelope with RIT varied between 15°C and 45°C in increments of 10°C. An important notice regarding test conditions and results can be found in Section 4.5.

Effect of CPU operating temperature on leakage current was accounted for by reporting IT power consumption per server. This term was calculated by subtracting overheads such as PSU inefficiency and fan power, and chassis fan power from total server power consumption. For any given server, variation in IT ($P_{IT}$) and chassis fan ($P_f$) powers with CPU die temperature ($T_{die}$) formed the basis of understanding the contribution of each term to total server power consumption ($P_{Total}$).

![Figure 6-1 IT and chassis fan power versus die temperatures for server B at 98% load with inlet temperature of air around 25°C](image)

Figure 6-1 IT and chassis fan power versus die temperatures for server B at 98% load with inlet temperature of air around 25°C
6.1 Understanding and Comparing Effects of Static and Fan Powers

As previously explained, for a given RIT, each server was subjected to a series of loads at a fixed chassis fan speed. By externally varying fan duty cycle from maximum to minimum in short increments, different CPU operating temperatures were obtained and their effect on IT and chassis fan powers was studied. Figure 6-1 shows variation of aforementioned terms for server B at 98% load with RIT of 25°C. When considering maximum variation (difference between extreme values) in both IT and chassis fan powers, it was observed that the latter was greater than the former by a factor of around 2.2; calculated as follows.

\[
\text{Factor} = \frac{\text{Max}(P_{f,MB}) - \text{Min}(P_{f,MB})}{\text{Max}(P_{IT}) - \text{Min}(P_{IT})} \quad (5-2)
\]
This value was found to vary between 1.9 and 9.1 for different servers, loads and RITs. Thus, for servers under consideration, chassis fan power exerted greater influence than static or IT power consumption. Figure 6-2, similar to 6-1 except for the inclusion of total server power, reflects the observation made in the previous statement. At the lower end of CPU die temperatures a sharp drop in $P_{\text{Total}}$ was observed corresponding to similar behavior in $P_{f, \text{MB}}$ and minor variation in $P_{\text{IT}}$. However, as $T_{\text{die}}$ increased with reducing chassis fan power, variation in $P_{f, \text{MB}}$ and $P_{\text{IT}}$ were observed to be similar (while opposing) with minor deviation in total server power consumption. This behavior of evening $P_{\text{Total}}$ at higher CPU die temperatures was observed only at server loads greater than 50%. At lower server utilizations (30% and below), minimum $P_{\text{Total}}$ was observed at the highest $T_{\text{die}}$. This was attributed to lower CPU and static power consumptions. A distinct minimum in total server power was seldom observed and discussions henceforth focus more on improving chassis fan operation to extract savings other than $P_{\text{Total}}$.

![Figure 6-3 Variation of total server power with CPU die temperature for EXT tests at different temperatures and corresponding operating points from INT trials for server A at 98% computational load](image)
Figure 6-4 Variation of total server power with CPU die temperature for EXT tests at different temperatures and corresponding operating points from INT trials for server B at 98% computational load

Figure 6-5 Variation of total server power with CPU die temperature for EXT tests at different temperatures and corresponding operating points from INT trials for server C at 98% computational load
6.2 Comparison of Results from INT and EXT Testing

When chassis fans were internally controlled, different operating points (averaged values) were obtained for a combination of server loads and RIT. These results were taken from Section 5. A comparison of operating parameters between tests wherein fans were controlled both externally and internally for 98% server utilization is shown in Figures 6-3 to 6-5. Operating points were observed to seldom intersect with distributions from external testing and could be attributed to factors such as minor variation in RITs, different chassis fans used in both tests and effects of averaging steady state data. At air supply temperatures of 15°C and 25°C, chassis fans idled and servers operated at the trailing edge of the (EXT) distribution. At 98% load, minor savings in $P_{\text{Total}}$ were available for servers A and B by reducing CPU operating temperatures. It was observed that irrespective of server or computational load, these savings were of the order of 0.5% to 1.5% (with respect to the operating points) and represent minimal improvement as well as values within uncertainty of experimental measurements. In addition, corresponding reduction in $T_{\text{die}}$ was accompanied by an increase in chassis fan speed and air flow rate, effects of which are discussed in detail later. For high server loads (50% and above), the native fan control scheme was observed to visibly engage at RITs of 35°C and 45°C. Similar to lower RITs, at 35°C marginal reduction in total server power may be available with change in die temperature. However, in this case, an increase in $T_{\text{die}}$ is sought with corresponding reduction in chassis fan speeds. In contrast to lower RITs, at 45°C chassis fans were found to operate at maximum capacity to ensure that reliable CPU temperatures were maintained. Substantial savings in $P_{\text{Total}}$ were available, at utilizations of 50% or more and irrespective of server, of around 4.4%
to 7.2% with a corresponding increase in die temperature of the order of 3°C to 7.6°C.

Chassis fan speeds, in turn, reported reductions of around 41% to 58%. It was apparent that at reasonable RITs (35°C and below), savings exist in forms other than total server power such as reduced fan speed and air flow rate through the server. However, additional considerations such as reliability of components needed to be accommodated as discussed below.

6.3 Modifying Chassis Fan Control Parameters and its Effects

As seen in Figures 6-3 to 6-5, specifically for higher loads (50% or more) and RITs of 35°C and above, increasing $T_{\text{die}}$ within reasonable limits may provide savings in power and/or air flow rate requirements. The latter is important is it has substantial influence on facility cooling power consumption. Increasing CPU operating temperature required modification of the chassis fan control parameters. In addition, the influence on chassis fan operation (specifically, reduction in speed and air flow rate) and subsequent effect on component temperatures needed to be accounted for. As such, with reference to Table 4-2, limits for operating temperatures of components needed to be established when considering modification of control parameters. Maximum case temperatures 10°C lower than specified critical values were considered for all VRDs (75°C), DRAM chips (75°C) and the Southbridge chipset (95°C) to ensure continuous and reliable operation. Since thermocouples were mounted at opposite edges of the heat sink base installed on the Northbridge chipset, operating temperatures were targeted to be 20°C lower (75.1°C) than the specified limit. The additional 10°C margin of safety accommodated for conduction resistances through the thermal grease and heat sink base. The device manufacturer (ODM) specified that CPU case temperatures must not exceed 81.3°C.
Figure 6-6 Effect of updated control parameters on (a) CPU die temperature, (b) total server power, (c) flow rate, and (d) maximum VRD temperature for different RITs and loads for server A.
Figure 6-7 Effect of updated control parameters on (a) CPU die temperature, (b) total server power, (c) flow rate, and (d) maximum VRD temperature for different RITs and loads for server B
Figure 6-8 Effect of updated control parameters on (a) CPU die temperature, (b) total server power, (c) flow rate, and (d) maximum VRD temperature for different RITs and loads for server C.
However, since DTS readings were reported at the die and the temperature difference between sensor and case needed to be accounted for, we assumed a maximum CPU die temperature of 80°C. Considering the chassis fan control scheme being employed, this specification would correspond to the upper limit of the deadband. With the aforementioned limitations in mind and data available (average values) from testing (EXT), it was observed that CPU die and VRD temperatures are the primary factors that control chassis fan operation. Other components in the motherboard operated well within chosen safety limitations. A target CPU temperature of 77°C was found to be adequate while ensuring all cooling requirements were met (see Figures 6-6 to 6-8). This represented an increase of 5°C for all chassis fan control parameters specified in Figure 4-2 and corresponding savings are outlined in Table 6-1.

Table 6-1 Comparison of server performance for higher CPU die target temperature with respect to default settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server</th>
<th>Load (%)</th>
<th>RIT (°C)</th>
<th>T_die (°C)</th>
<th>P_total (W)</th>
<th>Q_c (cfm)</th>
<th>SPL (dB)</th>
<th>N_f (rpm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>-30.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>-39.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>-30.0%</td>
<td>-6.7%</td>
<td>-36.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>-6.8%</td>
<td>-42.6%</td>
<td>-15.2%</td>
<td>-48.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>-37.0%</td>
<td>-11.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>-7.0%</td>
<td>-43.7%</td>
<td>-14.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>98</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>-37.6%</td>
<td>-18.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>-6.0%</td>
<td>-37.1%</td>
<td>-13.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
<td>-0.7%</td>
<td>-40.3%</td>
<td>-5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>-0.2%</td>
<td>-23.6%</td>
<td>-16.9%</td>
<td>-26.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>-4.2%</td>
<td>-25.7%</td>
<td>-8.4%</td>
<td>-29.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>-0.9%</td>
<td>-36.4%</td>
<td>-27.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>-4.4%</td>
<td>-25.7%</td>
<td>-8.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>98</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>-33.9%</td>
<td>-25.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>-2.8%</td>
<td>-16.2%</td>
<td>-4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>-1.6%</td>
<td>-45.2%</td>
<td>-8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>-0.6%</td>
<td>-20.0%</td>
<td>-12.3%</td>
<td>-22.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>-5.5%</td>
<td>-30.4%</td>
<td>-8.2%</td>
<td>-33.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>-0.6%</td>
<td>-28.8%</td>
<td>-19.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>-4.4%</td>
<td>-25.1%</td>
<td>-6.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>98</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>-0.6%</td>
<td>-27.8%</td>
<td>-18.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>-3.5%</td>
<td>-19.7%</td>
<td>-4.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Note that percentage savings were calculated with respect to operating points when fans were controlled by the server (native scheme). Loads and air supply temperatures not specified in this table reported either marginal savings in power or air flow rate, or operating conditions similar to the original scheme. Similar to observations made from Fig. 7, reasonable savings in total server power were only available at a RIT of 45°C and high computational loads (50% or more). Magnitude of reduction in $P_{\text{Total}}$ varied from server to server and could be attributed to the type of chassis fans employed. Therefore, savings reported for servers B and C were similar. However, the primary improvement attained by increasing the chassis fan control parameters was the reduction in fan speeds ($N_f, MB$). Irrespective of load or RIT, chassis fan speeds were lowered by 18% to 50%. Corresponding reductions in sound pressure levels were reported to be as high as 27%. For servers B and C, greater decline in server noise was observed at an air supply temperature of 35°C. Savings in air flow rate through each server was calculated to be around 16% to 45%. Since the data hall within which IT equipment resides is pressurized by blowers in cooling systems setup at the facility, reduction in server-level flow rate requirements affect facility blower power requirements based on Equation 5-1.

Table 5 outlines the percentage of server-level air flow rate and perceived facility fan power consumption due to the increased chassis fan control parameters when compared to the original scheme or default settings. Due to the nature of the aforementioned fan law, a reduction in flow rate of around 16% corresponds to around 40% reduction in facility blower power. At the reported loads and air supply temperatures, substantial savings in $P_{\text{blower}}$ were available of up to 83%.
Table 6-2 Savings in air flow rate through the server and facility fan power due to higher target temperature with respect to default setting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load (%)</th>
<th>RIT (°C)</th>
<th>Server A</th>
<th>Server B</th>
<th>Server C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$Q_s$ (cfm)</td>
<td>$P_{blower}$ (W)</td>
<td>$Q_s$ (cfm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30.1%</td>
<td>65.8%</td>
<td>40.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td>65.6%</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>42.6%</td>
<td>81.1%</td>
<td>25.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>37.0%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>36.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>43.7%</td>
<td>82.1%</td>
<td>25.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>37.6%</td>
<td>75.7%</td>
<td>33.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>37.1%</td>
<td>75.1%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar to Section 5.2, an increase in facility fan power of 100% over corresponding values at idling and 10% loads was considered to be a restriction. As seen in Table 6-3, and comparing to results from the previous chapter, the maximum RIT for server utilizations greater than 10% was increased. For 30% load, the upper limit was increased to 44°C. The corresponding value for utilizations of 50% and above was 35°C. Thus, by increasing the target die temperature, the maximum air supply temperature considering the imposed restriction was, in general, increased by 10°C (for utilizations of 30% and above) when compared to the original fan control scheme.

Table 6-3 Ratio of facility fan power to corresponding value at idle load for different rack inlet temperatures and server loads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load (%)</th>
<th>$P_{load}/P_{idle}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$15°C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98%</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.4 Further Discussion

While the reported discounts were substantial enough to consider modification of server settings; it was also important to consider other effects of implementing such changes. Primarily, a targeted increase in CPU die temperature of 5°C may have noticeable effect on device reliability and life. However, since established correlations between device life (in hours) versus operating temperature for given gate length (32nm) were unavailable, accounting for the same was beyond the scope of this study. Since fan reliability is primarily dependent on bearing life (see Equation 5-2), which is correlated to normalized speed ($n/N_{\text{max}}$) and operating temperature, reduction in chassis fan speed may not necessarily increase fan life. This is because, for a given power dissipation at the motherboard, reduction in air flow rate will increase temperature of air approaching the fan and thereby the operating temperature of the bearing. Another advantage of reduced air flow rate per server is during possible failure of facility-level cooling systems. With a fixed amount of cold air in the data hall, servers may stay in operation for longer periods with updated chassis fan control until backup systems are online. Ultimately, the decision to implement said changes is determined by the impact on operating expenditure (OpEx). This involves a tradeoff between savings in facility blower and/or server power consumption, and cost of replacing components (parts and increased personnel hours required) due to a possible rise in server failure rate or downtime. Regardless, an informed decision is imperative before implementing the change in chassis fan control settings.
CHAPTER 7
SAVINGS IN COOLING POWER THROUGH DEPLOYMENT OF RACK-LEVEL FANS

Traditional servers are configured to include all sub-systems such as compute, memory, storage, networking and cooling within a single chassis. Common rackmount units generally have a low profile of 1U (U = 1.75 inches), which accommodate small 40mm fans. Manufacturers [97] and standards associations [98] have published data that encourages designers to opt for larger fans to increase their peak total efficiency. However, since fans are generally selected based on server profile, there exist opportunities to instead consolidate larger fans at the rear of a rack to increase savings.

Over the past few years, OEMs (original equipment manufacturers) [99], semiconductor device manufacturers and hyper-scale data center owners [100] have been promoting the concept of “rack disaggregation”. This refers to separation of resources or sub-systems that are traditionally included in a server, into individual modules at the rack. This includes compute, storage, networking, power distribution and cooling, and endeavors to make the rack the fundamental building block of a data center. Increased distance between IT components is countered by introduction of silicon photonics [101, 102]. The primary advantage of such a deployment is the ability to change or refresh subsystems at different frequencies. In addition, disaggregation promotes dematerialization [103], capable of significant environmental impact, through reduction in PCB sizes and sheet metal otherwise used for server chassis. In particular, disaggregation of cooling at the rack is synonymous with the focus of this study.

Preliminary work [104] predicted savings of up to 55% in cooling power by replacing smaller chassis enclosed (60mm) fans with larger rack-mount units for a stack of four web servers. This study advanced this work by experimentally validating
maximum possible savings through deployment of 80mm and 120mm fans. In particular, this study previewed a methodology for implementation of a control system that replicated the in-built scheme for modulation of chassis fan speeds. Thus, with minor modifications, row-wise control of rack-level fans was executed with input from each server in the stack. Performance of larger fans under different rack loads and failure conditions was reported and savings in power over the baseline configuration were quantified.

![Figure 7-1](image.png)

Figure 7-1 Simplified depiction of the fan wall installed behind the stack for both (a) 80mm and, (b) 120mm cases with corresponding names for primary components

7.1 Test Setup

As previously discussed in [104], a stack of four servers was considered when evaluating the rack-level solutions. The rear of the stack provided an area of 330mm ×
333mm within which the larger fans were accommodated. Figure 7-1 shows the fan wall installed at a distance of 25.4mm from the rear of the stack for both 80mm (9 units installed in a 3 × 3 array) and 120mm (4 units installed in a 2 × 2 array) cases. Table 7-1 lists specifications of the fans used. A naming scheme was established with servers termed A to D from the bottom of the stack to the top and, each row of fans similarly numbered 1 through 3 (1 and 2 for the 120mm configuration).

Table 7-1 Specifications of fans used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>Frame (mm)</th>
<th>Max. Air Flow (cfm)</th>
<th>Max. Static Pressure (in. aq.)</th>
<th>Rated Speed (rpm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60 mm</td>
<td>60×60×25</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>7600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 mm</td>
<td>80×80×38</td>
<td>100.1</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>9500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 mm</td>
<td>120×120×25</td>
<td>171.0</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>5100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the focus of this study was to monitor cooling power consumption, the fans were powered externally as shown in Figure 7-2. However, PWM signals from each server were still used to control the fans and were delivered through a control circuit. This component of the test setup will be explained in detail in a following section. Tachometer output from each fan was logged using a data acquisition (DAQ) unit as well as returned to each server to prevent triggering of a failure scenario (running all remaining fans at full speed to prevent shutdown). It was imperative that the ground (GND) signal from each server and fan be shared between all monitoring and controlling equipment. Since the fans were not powered by the server, a power meter measured the rack (or stack) IT power consumption from a 277VAC source. A workstation communicated with all components in the setup and provided a common timestamp for effective data reduction. An ambient conditions logger recorded air temperature at the inlet to the stack. Over the duration of testing the inlet temperature was found to have a maximum variation of ±1°C with a mean of 25°C.
Figure 7-2 Simplified depiction of the test setup with control and data acquisition equipment.
7.2 Controlling the Fans

7.2.1 Row-wise control

As previously stated, one of the primary objectives was to outline a methodology for row-wise control of larger rack-mount fans. By controlling each row independently based on adjacent server loads, cooling power consumption could be minimized as compared to a scheme where all fan speeds were equally modulated based on the maximum load across the stack. To enable such an arrangement, four PWM signals (one from each server) from the stack needed to be converted to row-wise input; in this case, three signals for the 80mm configuration or two for 120mm counterpart. Contribution of each server’s signal to a given row’s input needed to be determined to minimize fan power consumption. A simple ‘Zone of Influence’ test was carried out to determine these parameters.

7.2.2 Zone of influence

Placement of the fan wall behind the stack (with a gap) ensures uniform flow across the rack when all fans are operated at the same speed. This manifests as near-uniform CPU (or operating) temperatures when all servers are subjected to the same load. To study the effect of fan location on cooling across the rack, an individual row was operated at a different speed compared to others. Variation in CPU temperatures would be indicative of influence each row has in terms of proximity. To enable such a comparison, a uniform load was applied to all servers and, in turn, an individual row of fans was operated a higher duty cycle of 30% with the rest running at 10%. The distribution of operating temperatures across the stack for each test in the 80mm configuration is shown in Figure 7-3. For comparison, CPU temperatures for a similar
load with all fans operating at 10% were also reported. As expected, it was clear that fans exert greater influence on servers in higher proximity. These readings were converted to ‘weights’ to meet requirements outlined in the previous section. Difference in operating temperatures between each row-wise test and uniform case (all at 10%) formed the basis to determining the aforementioned parameter.

Figure 7-3 Operating temperatures under 98% load when fan rows are individually run at higher speeds

This overcooling term was calculated as follows,

\[ \Delta T_{ij} = T_{ij} - T_{\text{uniform}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7-1) \]

Where the subscript ‘i’ corresponds to a given server and ‘j’ to a row of fans running at 30% PWM. The final term in the equation represents CPU temperature for server ‘i’ under uniform fan duty cycles of 10%. The influence (%) was determined by dividing the overcooling terms in each test by the sum as follows,
\[ I_i = \frac{\Delta T_{i,j}}{\sum_{j=1}^{D} \Delta T_{i,j}} \]  

(7-2)

Where \( I_i \) is the influence on a given server by row \( 'j' \) of fans operating at a higher speed.

Influence values for all tests are reported in Figure 7-4.

![Graph showing influence of each fan row on server cooling](image)

**Figure 7-4** Influence of each fan row on server cooling; used to select coefficients for the control scheme

In an ideal state, values for Row 1 and Row 3 would mirror each other and distribution for Row 2 would be uniform (25% across the stack). However, each distribution was skewed towards server D. This was expected, as clearly shown by the CPU temperature variation when all fans were operated at 10% duty cycle in Figure 7-3.

These results provided an indication of the tolerances across the stack; specifically in terms of difference in CPU powers. To counter this effect and to provide a scheme that would function across a multitude of servers in a data center, the weight of each server’s PWM output with respect to a given fan row was based on the influences reported in...
Figure 7-4 and generalized to provide a mirrored form as listed in Tables 7-2 and 7-3. These coefficients were fed to the control circuit to process each PWM input from the stack to a row-wise duty cycle output. The following section will describe the control circuit and system in detail.

Table 7-2 Coefficients (80mm) for each server’s duty cycle signal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fan Row</th>
<th>( C_A )</th>
<th>( C_B )</th>
<th>( C_C )</th>
<th>( C_D )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7-3 Coefficients (120mm) for each server’s duty cycle signal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fan Row</th>
<th>( C_A )</th>
<th>( C_B )</th>
<th>( C_C )</th>
<th>( C_D )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2.3 Control circuit and operation

A detailed diagram of the control circuit, using [105], can be seen in Fig. 5. Each server’s output signal was converted to an analog voltage through a low-pass filter. This conversion simplified the circuit as an analog voltage signal was relatively easier to read in comparison to a PWM input. Each filter consisted of a 0.1\( \mu \)F capacitor and two 33kOhm resistors in series to provide a cut-off frequency of around 25Hz. This value was three orders of magnitude lower than the PWM frequency [78] and provided required
response as the input frequency did not vary. Analog voltage output \( V_{out,i} \) of the filter was correlated to the duty cycle \( (DC_i, \%) \) of the input signal as follows,

\[
V_{out,i} = DC_i \times 5 \tag{7-3}
\]

Where 5 VDC corresponds to the logic high of the input signal. Analog input ports in an Arduino microcontroller [64] board were used to measure the processed PWM signal from each server. A LabVIEW [65] program read input to the board and generated PWM output based on the coefficients in Tables 7-2 and 7-3 as follows,

\[
DC_j = \sum_{i=A}^{D} C_{ij} \frac{V_{out,i}}{5} \tag{7-4}
\]

Where \( DC_j \) is the duty cycle signal to fan row ‘\( j \)’ and \( C_{ij} \) is the weight of server ‘\( i \)’ corresponding to row ‘\( j \)’. Thus, the control system as described in the previous sections was implemented for both 80mm and 120mm cases.
Figure 7-5 PWM signal from each server is converted into an analog voltage by a low-pass filter and read by the microcontroller board. These inputs are processed by a LabView program and a PWM output is sent to each fan row.
Figure 7-6 Comparisons between (b) operating temperature and, (c) IT power demonstrate that a 7.5% lower bound (LB) in 80 mm fan duty cycle is required
7.2.4 Need for a lower bound

It is critical to remember that, in order to make comparisons between the baseline and rack-level configurations in terms of cooling power consumption, other critical parameters (average CPU temperature and IT power) must be held constant. In an ideal case, maximum available savings for a fixed operating temperature are reported. However, when a control system based on server inputs is implemented, achieving an exact target across all setups is near impossible. Therefore, to provide reasonable comparison between configurations, the 80mm and 120mm control schemes were modified to ensure that CPU temperatures and rack IT power were either equal to or below values reported for the baseline case (60mm). This way, savings in cooling power could be reported without need to discuss remaining critical parameters.

As seen in Figure 7-6, for the 80mm configuration, a 7.5% lower bound in the PWM output signals was introduced to meet requirements. The original control scheme outlined in Equation 7-4 provided greater savings in cooling power as compared to the final. However, higher CPU temperatures caused a corresponding increase in IT power through the effect of leakage. The control system was modified to account for the lower bound as follows,

\[
DC_j = 0.075 + 0.925 \times \sum_{i=A}^{D} c_{i,j} \frac{V_{out,i}}{5} \quad (7-5)
\]

The 120mm fans were inherently configured to produce no change in speed between 10% and idling duty cycles. To account for this and ensure that the output to each row of fans would not lag behind input signals from the rack, the control scheme was modified to account for the lower bound as follows,

\[
DC_j = 0.075 + 0.925 \times \sum_{i=A}^{D} c_{i,j} \frac{V_{out,i}}{5} \quad (7-6)
\]
No further modification to this system was required as the fans were found to overcool the servers while idling at 10% PWM irrespective of the load as seen in Figures 7-7 to 7-9. Thus, settings for each control system (80mm and 120mm cases) were finalized and deployed for further testing and evaluation.

Figure 7-7 Cooling power for all final configurations under uniform load

Figure 7-8 Average operating temperature of the stack for all final configurations under uniform load
7.3 Results and Discussion

The objective of this study was to confirm that substantial savings are available when 60mm chassis fans are replaced by rack-level configurations with effective control schemes that simulate a product or solution deployed within a data center facility. It was imperative that, in addition to identical utilizations seen in Figures 7-7 to 7-9, realistic conditions such as non-uniform workloads and fan failure scenarios would be investigated to reinforce merits of employing larger fans.

7.3.1 Comparison under uniform loading

It was shown that despite overcooling the servers with rack-level setups, under uniform utilizations, savings in cooling power were available irrespective of the load.
Table 7-4 summarizes the extent of reduction in fan power available through deployment of 80mm and 120mm fans. In either case, it was apparent that savings were maximized when the stack was operated at high workloads. The reason for reduced efficiency at utilizations at or below 30% was because 60mm fans operate at idling speeds in such conditions. In comparison to the baseline, the 80mm case reported savings of around 45% to 51%. Similarly, the 120mm configuration provided reduction in cooling power of the order of 33% to 50%. This setup provided reduced savings at lower loads owing to the fact that these fans operated at idling speeds (10% lower bound) across the entire test spectrum and significantly overcooled the stack for utilizations below 70%.

Table 7-4 Savings in cooling power under uniform loads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>( P_{fan} ) (W)</th>
<th>Savings, W (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60 mm</td>
<td>80 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>5.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>5.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>9.56</td>
<td>5.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>11.19</td>
<td>5.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>5.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98%</td>
<td>12.66</td>
<td>6.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparisons were made with ideal conditions (matching operating temperatures across all configurations) to ensure that the deployed control systems did not deviate significantly from reported maximum available savings (by comparing average CPU temperatures). For the 80mm case, a maximum deviation of 5% was observed when compared to projected savings of 50% to 53%. While this reduction could be considered acceptable, it existed due to the effects of overcooling at loads between idling to 30% as
seen in Figure 7-8. However, for the 120mm case, a reduction of 15% was observed in comparison to expected savings of 48% to 54%. This was attributed to the fact that in ideal conditions, comparisons between the baseline and 120mm configurations were made with respect to CPU temperatures reported while testing the latter case. It was therefore unfair to draw comparisons between results from matching CPU temperatures and this study for the 120mm setup.

Table 7-5 Total savings under uniform loads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>( P_{\text{total}} ) (W)</th>
<th>Savings (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60 mm</td>
<td>80 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle</td>
<td>348.5</td>
<td>343.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>455.9</td>
<td>450.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>696.9</td>
<td>682.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>841.9</td>
<td>837.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>878.4</td>
<td>872.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98%</td>
<td>894.1</td>
<td>886.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When comparing both rack-level configurations from the perspective of cooling power consumption, it would be understandable to claim that the 80mm case was more efficient. However, as seen in Figure 7-9, it was evident that reduction in IT power consumption was available due to overcooling and lower leakage. Therefore, comparisons were made in terms of total power consumption (cooling + IT) as outlined in Table 7-5. In this case, it was apparent that the benefits of reduced IT power more than compensated for lower savings in fan power. However, it must be noted that increased total savings through overcooling was accompanied by an increase in air flow rates.
through the stack, which would raise cooling power consumption at the facility-level. Therefore, attention was focused at rack-level fan performance only.

Table 7-6 Savings under non-uniform load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Server Loads</th>
<th>$P_{fan}$ (W)</th>
<th>Savings (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60 mm</td>
<td>All servers idling</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 mm</td>
<td>Servers A–C idling; D at 98% load</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>38.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 mm</td>
<td>Servers A–C idling; D at 98% load</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3.2 Comparison under non-uniform load

Since it would be time and resource intensive to test each configuration under all possible workloads observed in a data center facility, a simple test was conducted to prove that rack-level fans were more efficient than the baseline under non-uniform loads. This involved comparing the 60mm setup when all servers were idling (lowest fan power consumption) with the larger fan cases when only one server in the stack was operating at maximum utilization. The latter represented an extreme case of non-uniform loading and server D was chosen as it consistently reported CPU temperatures higher than the remaining units (see Figure 7-3). Thus, by reporting savings under such conditions, it would be implicit that rack-level fans under study were superior under non-uniform loads.

Table 7-6 outlines the results from these tests. It was observed that both control schemes provided substantial savings (around 35%) in fan power when compared to the baseline. In addition, these results supported the need for row-wise control as, for the 80mm case, 5% reduction in fan power was observed when compared to a similar test wherein all fans were controlled by server D. Since the fan control did not engage for the 120mm configuration, similar savings were reported in both the aforementioned test and this study.
7.3.3 Fan failure study

Along with other server components such as hard drives and memory, failure of fans commonly occurs in data center facilities. To account for the same, thermal engineers are required to design cooling systems for servers that ensure uptime even when a fan fails. Therefore, it was imperative that all configurations under study were tested while simulating failure to ensure no detriment to performance of the system such as throttling, increase in power consumption, etc. Figure 7-10 provides an illustration of locations of single fan failures for all configurations. The diagonal pattern was chosen to reduce testing time as power consumption under failure was found to be independent of location [104]. For the rack-level setups, preliminary trials were found to be in agreement as well. For each configuration, results from all tests were averaged and reported in Table 7-7. It was observed that failure of a single fan had a marginal effect on power consumption for the baseline and 80mm cases. However, for the 120mm setup, a 33% increase in fan power was observed under simulated failure. This could be attributed to lower available redundancy caused by the restriction in available area at the rear of the stack that limited the number of units to four. It was important to note that, while the
difference in performance between 80mm and 120mm cases was apparent, the frequency of failures and time between failure and replacement were equally important when making a decision between configurations.

Table 7-7 Fan failure testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Condition</th>
<th>$P_{fan}$ (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Failures</td>
<td>12.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Fan Failed</td>
<td>12.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty (%)</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7-11 Life expectancy of chosen fans as a function of operating temperature
7.3.4 Further discussion

As previously discussed, multiple factors must be considered before drawing conclusions from a fan failure study. One such statistic is the life expectancy of selected fans. Manufacturers publish L10 (time at which 10% of the fans will fail) and MTTF (mean time to failure) along with specifications to aid selection based on product lifecycle. Based on operating conditions of the fan, life expectancy can be scaled up or down using an acceleration factor (AF) of 1.5 for every 10°C change in temperature [89].

\[
AF = 1.5^{\frac{T_{test} - T_{use}}{10}}
\]  

(7-7)

Where \( T_{test} \) is the temperature at which manufacturers conduct tests to report data and \( T_{use} \) is the temperature at which the fan will be operated in a system. Data centers are mission critical facilities and, as such, component failure rates of 10% may be considered unacceptable. Therefore, L\(_{10}\) values reported by manufacturers were scaled to more stringent requirements such as L\(_{1}\) (time at which 1% of the fans will fail) [106].

\[
L_{10} = L_1 \times \left(\frac{\ln(0.99)}{\ln(0.90)}\right)^{1/\beta}
\]  

(7-8)

Where \( \beta \) is the Weibull shape parameter and chosen to be 3 in this case [89, 107]. L\(_{1}\) values for all three fans as a function of operating temperature are plotted in Fig. 9. 80mm fans have 22.5% greater life expectancy than 60mm and 120mm counterparts. However, this does not translate to lower failures than the 120mm units. Considering there are more than twice the number of parts in the 80mm fan wall, more failures would be expected due to the sheer difference in quantity. In addition, since 120mm fans operated at a fixed duty cycle (at ambient temperatures of 25°C or below), and changes in speed are detrimental to fan life, lower failure rates could be expected.

Previous discussions have made valid arguments for choosing either rack-level configuration over the baseline case. However, making a selection between the larger
fans is not straightforward. A decision between configurations would require consideration of advantages outlined herein as well as factors that exist beyond the scope of this study. Accommodation of all parameters would necessitate a study of total cost of ownership (TCO). Setup and results from this study would factor in both capital and operational expenditure, based on which a decision could be made. Regardless, based on reported observations, maximizing savings through deployment of rack-level fans could be achieved through a compromise between efficiency, redundancy and cost. These terms are ultimately dependent on the size of fans selected.
CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS

To tackle the growth of the data center industry and continued strain on the national electricity grid, there is a need to promote energy-efficiency within such facilities. Specifically, targeting improvements in cooling systems at different levels with the data center is imperative. In the reported series of studies, module, server and rack-level evaluations of single-phase air and liquid cooling solutions are outlined as follows.

8.1 Dynamic Cold Plates for High Power Modules

The concept for a dynamic cold plate, which relies on segregated flow control of cooling resources based on requirement for thermal management of high power devices, was introduced. A multichip module was selected as the reference platform for designing such a solution. Performance parameters of the original cold plate were previewed and provided insight regarding the extent of savings available based on predictions from numerical analysis of the dynamic counterpart. Considerations were made to account for limitations of the manufacturing procedure employed to fabricate samples of the proposed solution. Conjugate heat transfer analysis of the cold plate assembled with the MCM reported moderate operating temperatures of components with low impedance to flow in individual sections. Specifically, characteristics of fluid flow in the designed cold plate predicted significant improvements over the original solution. However, concrete conclusions on performance necessitate experimental testing. Specifics for cost-effective design and fabrication of a MCM thermal test vehicle were outlined. Control circuits that enabled automation of testing through modulation of heaters and cooling systems were
demonstrated with a simplified test setup. Details of the liquid cooling test bench for evaluation of both original and dynamic cold plates were included. The test matrix and future work were also discussed.

8.2 Effects of Elevated Rack Inlet Temperatures on Performance of Web Servers

The influence of raising rack inlet temperature was exhibited in increased server power consumption less through the effect of leakage and to a greater extent through increased fan power consumption. Beyond an RIT of 35°C and for moderate to high server loads (30% or more), around 4% to 14% increase in power with respect to corresponding values at 15°C were seen. It was observed that cooling (or flow rate) was an equally important parameter to consider when deliberating RIT due to its influence on cooling system blower power consumption. Based on server performance, it seemed prohibitive to operate the data hall beyond 30°C for low to medium server utilizations (up to 70%) under the restriction of doubling facility fan power. At maximum load, this upper bound became 25°C. Studying efficiency (pPUE) of the server delivered similar conclusions as those based on power consumption. Increase in equipment noise levels was found to vary between the influence of PSU and chassis fans. Regardless, irrespective of RIT or load, reported values were within regulation standards (85dBA for 8 hours of continuous exposure). Each server’s cooling system was determined to operate as intended with critical motherboard components operating at reliable temperatures, well below specified limits. However, reliability of fans and hard disk drives could be a concern only at high utilizations.

Selecting the optimal range of set-point temperatures for a data center requires evaluation of TCO due to the tradeoff between installed capacities (CapEx) and operating
conditions (OpEx) to maximizing savings. In summary, it is critical to evaluate IT equipment performance across the intended range of RITs before initiating changes in settings of facility cooling systems.

8.3 Understanding the Tradeoff between Cooling Power and Leakage Current

By controlling the chassis fans externally from idling to maximum speeds, a distribution of total server power consumption ($P_{\text{Total}}$) versus CPU die temperature was reported. It was observed that a distinct minimum in $P_{\text{Total}}$ was seldom observed as fan power consumption exerted greater influence than effects of leakage current. Also, comparing the distribution with corresponding operating points when fans were controlled internally by the chassis fan control scheme, showed that savings in both power and air flow rate could be available by increasing CPU operating temperature. Parameters of the deadband control were increased by 5°C while ensuring that component temperatures were maintained within reliable limits. Primarily, savings or improvements available were due to reduction in chassis fan speeds. Specifically, at higher computational loads (50% or more) and rack inlet temperatures (35°C and 45°C), fan speeds were lowered by around 18% to 53% when compared to the original control scheme. As a result, air flow rate through each server and sound pressure levels were reduced by 16% to 45% and 4% to 27% respectively. Reported savings varied between servers due to difference in chassis fans employed. Reduction in server air flow rate requirements propagated to the facility level with blower power of cooling systems lowered by around 40% to 83%. While reported savings suggested the need to change chassis fan control settings, it was important to recognize corresponding effects on component and system reliability due to higher operating temperatures. An analysis of operating expenditure (OpEx) is required.
to ensure that improvements in power consumption (server and facility levels) are not negated by increased failure of components.

8.4 Savings in Cooling Power through Deployment of Rack-Level Fans

Configurations of larger fans, setup to mirror a product that could be deployed in a data center facility, were shown to provide greater efficiency in cooling web servers traditionally configured to use smaller (60mm) chassis fans. In unison with [104], a detailed methodology that outlined selection of fans, prediction and validation of savings, and setup for server-dependent operation was previewed. A control scheme was implemented for both 80mm and 120mm cases that delivered savings in cooling power consumption of the order of 45% to 51% and 33% to 50% respectively under uniform rack load. Testing both rack-level setups under highly non-uniform load reported savings of around 35% when compared to baseline (60mm) fan power for idling utilization. Simulation of fan failure showed marginal penalties in performance for both 60mm and 80mm cases. However, a 33% increase in cooling power was observed for the 120mm configuration and attributed to lack of available redundancy (fan count). A summary of advantages in support of either rack-level setup is included below.

Advantages of 80mm configuration

- Consistent savings in fan power across a spectrum of loads
- No penalty or increase in cooling power for single fan failure
- 22.5% greater life expectance per fan
- Less overcooling corresponds to lower air flow requirement which influences facility-level cooling power consumption
Advantages of 120mm configuration

- Greater overcooling gives rise to decrease in IT power consumption due to reduced leakage. These savings more than compensate for relatively higher fan power at lower loads.
- At ambient temperatures of 25°C and below, fans will idle (10% duty cycle). Lack of change in speed will increase life expectancy.
- With less than half the number of fans (4) in the wall, lower number of total failures is expected.

Analysis of total cost of ownership would be required to make an informed decision between the two rack-level solutions. A final selection would represent a compromise between efficiency, redundancy and cost.
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